Whoever walks a mile full of false sympathy
walks to the funeral of the whole h',,"11an race -

D. H . Lawrence.
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I n keeping with Instauration's pol
icy of anonymity, communicants
will only be identified by the first
three digits of their zip code.

o The article on IQ in Instauration (feb.
1978) is very nice, but it ignores the most im
portant issue. Who is causing the probleml
Is it really dumb peoplel I don't think so.
Blacks are the most active fighters against
integration. Whenever they see anything
white (in the broadest sense of the term),
they throw a rock at it. Something Jewish
rates two rocks. This is driving the liberal
mulatto intelligentsia batty. Those dumb
blacks will just not cooperate with their
happy plans. Are dumb whites then the
causeJ Not directly. It is true that the dumb
whites have voted for the-liberal politicians,
but very few of these have campaigned on a
platform of miscegenation, even though
that is their primary goal. If the dumb
whites knew what the high IQ lawyer
politician had in mind for them, they would
lynch him on the spot. But since he is
smarter than they are, he will do his
damnedest to make sure that they do not.
Having worked around liberals and conser
vatives, I can safely say that the latter are
dumber than the former. The Constitution
and Bible crowd are just a cut above the
blue collar masses.
943
o Today we are living under conditions for
which the Constitution is no longer usable
as any instrument of human freedom and
dignity. Indeed it has long since failed to
provide (except very superficially) for the
protection of most Americans. The law can
not freely operate where the spirit of the
people is missing, empty, -uninformed, va
cant. The so-called letter-of-the-Iaw (that an
cient sophistry) is little more than an
obscurantist definition for tyranny. But
when such a legal instrument serves only to
suffocate the very race which created it, the
virtual tyranny should become manifest,
and will be clearly and bitterly recognized
as decades roll on.
804

o I speak of American culture to my
Hubert has been gathered into the bosom
daughter, a teenager, and she says, are you
of Abraham. liberal bazoos really made a
talking about rugweaverst I mention Martin
galactic ploy out of this on radio and TV.
luther in connection with Steve Allen and
One would almost think some one of the
his show on educational television, and one
class of John the Baptist had passed on.
daughter said: IIWell, he's a Negro isn't he'"
Astute enough to smell the changing wind
Or again I praise the i.ntellect and renais after 1945, Hubert saw that racism was
sance spirit of Thomas Jefferson: "Oh, he
made disrespectable by the defeat of
had slaves!" I comment about the character,
fascism and national socialism. He recog
stoicism, love for the classics of Washing nized this as the signal for the start of a long
ton. My children laugh: "You mean that old
spell of pro-minority and outgroup race
fellow with wooden false teethl" Who put
elements coming to power everywhere, and
these thoughts into the minds of our
he correctly played on the trend like an im
children' What nation-state-race has per mense pipe organ, getting himself a genera
petrated this eviH
tion-long reward of fame, power and a six
043
figure income while doing so. He also
If Majority interests have a defender
managed to escape from a sure fate of spen
within the establishment who is more arti ding his life in the suffocating grasp of
culate, forceful and profoundly relevant pedagogical drudgery by adopting the role
than Garrett Hardin, I would like to know of salvaging and transfiguring the world's
his name. A recent demonstration of his human driftwood and mustering it, in his
powers of Majority advocacy is his article own country, as voting muscle. The residue
liThe limits of Sharing" in World Issues
of programs he helped to instigate will even
(february/March, 1978), a publication of the
tually cause even more national disorder
liberal-minority think tank known as the
than the hangovers from the late Roose
Center for the Study of Democratic Institu velt's New Deal. The increasingly botched
tions. Hardin offers a closely reasoned argu Social Security abomination is only one of
ment for slamming the door on virtually all
them. The agricultural distortions are
immigration, legal or illegal, and makes
another. from Roosevelt to Humphrey we
point after salient point about the
have enough dislocations to provide the
economic, cultural and political havoc we fuel for a massive social explosion.
face if we fail to do so. Central to his presen
367
tation is a vivid concept, the theory of the
commons. The commons is any resource,
Instauration I think needs some more
such as the oceans, available to all; and,
items of interest to women, encouraging
them to be women as well as persons.
Hardin writes, lIa nation that fails to enforce
402
its sovereign rights to exclude others from
the exploitation of its internal resources...
In answer to Instauration's nostalgia
thereby converts its own resources into a
commons,' with the inevitable tragic ruin."
about the golden age of Time, my memory is
The application of commons theory to
still affronted by the excessive praise it
devoted in March and December, 1941, first
racial resources seems to me obvious.
to Kaufman's book Germany Must Perish, a
640
privately printed crazy effusion which
o The real struggle today is being waged recommended sterilizing the entire German
population, and to Bernadotte Schmitt's
within the Kremlin walls. What goes on here
raving speech before the National Council
in America is largely irrelevant. We lost out
for Social Studies suggesting the members
in America in 1933 and in Europe in 1945.
arrange the demise of 30 million Germans
The fact that we .have a license to squawk
so that the populations of Europe could be
and publish Instauration is unimportant. It is
brought into lIequilibrium."
the window dressing of IIdemocracy."
100
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o Don't feel bad that the Chicano lady in
Salinas sent back the copy of The Dispos
sessed Majority. My impression of the
region is that it is one vast carrot and let
tuce field, populated mainly by Mexicans of
whom probably not more than a dozen
know any English, and probably not one of
whom might get past page one. You should
be relieved you got the book back; most
libraries run by the like of this Senora ac
cept the book, and then throw it away. The
test of a book give-away program is how
many libraries accepting the book then
catalog it and put it on the shelves.
342
DIiSurvival Squads" (lnstauration, Jan. 1978)
recommends an lIupbeat outlook" instead
of II gloom and doom." The writer mentions
two action grids. Let me add a third, that of
the independent, nonprofit private schools.
Some favorable publicity and financial aid
from Majorityites would be a help.
222

o In Hamburg lives a gentleman who in
1944 was for some time stationed in
Auschwitz as an officer in an air defense
unit. After the war he held the position of
judge in a Hamburg court. He was prema
turely retired on half pay some two years
ago when he made a public statement to the
effect that he didn't believe in all those
phony Auschwitz stories.
German subscriber
o Every pinkish plute in the land has ut
tered huzzas in honor and memory of David
k. E. Bruce. But few obits admitted he was
chief of the OSS in the entire European
theater in World War II and supervised the
perpetration of more Stalinist mischief
there than can possibly be recorded. The
epitome of the sniffy upper-class Wasp
renegade, willing to work for any president.
Slithery, opportunistic, ready to do
anything, anywhere, no matter what the
consequences, as long as it perpetuated his
renegade element in power and affluence.
One of his fledgling underlings was the inef
fable Unitarian, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., now
the kennedy family historical liar.
300
o I really enjoyed your article about the
conclave of IIBeautiful People" in the
Hollywood Bowl. While having had for
some time an instinctive feeling of
repugnance for such creatures, your color
ful depiction has conjured up imagery that
will forever overshadow their masquerade.
While it is indubitably correct that a good
percentage of those present would with
simpering delight have availed themselves
of the opportunity to kiss the bared, ebony
derri\re of the speaker, the trash that
pretended not to hear were even more
odious.
864

DThe piece on Rollene Saal is what In
stauration is becoming famous for- exact,
detailed information about the way
America is manipulated.
990

Women and homosexuals having been
pretty well liberated and the racial
minorities having long since attained
special privileges, what is the next oppress
ed group to play the anti-discrimination
gamel How about perverts liM If thafs too
tame, how about child molesters' liM Can't
you already hear the media., liThe bigotry of
our sick Wasp post-Watergate society is
scandalous. Who would dare to lack sym
pathy and understanding for an adult who is
psychologically oriented to get his kicks by
violating infant girlsl Why Dr. Irving
Schwartzflop, renowned sex psychiatrist,
has recently proved beyond a shadow of a
doubt that infant girls who are not sexually
molested by an adult can develop serious
personality disorders." Next will come
bestiality lib and necrophile lib, complete
with federal programs to provide animals
and corpses on demand. Finally, primate lib.
Who says that baboons and chimps are less
endowed than humansl With compensatory
education they'll soon be able to talk, wear
clothes and read the newspapers as well as
the average American. When we have apes
swinging from the WhHe House veranda,
next on the list will be mammal equality,
reptilian equality, protozoan equality, virus
equality. Finally, as we breed back to a dead
inorganic world, we will have the total
equality of total ignorance.
274

oI

most heartily congratulate you on the
piece about German Americans. This is the
kind of thing which restores my faith in In
stauration after I have been depressed by
the IISafety Valve."
558

o I confess that I find it difficult to account
for the modern world by a strictly racial
theory. This is partly because the concept of
race is very difficult to apply as a cause of
specific action. I can readily understand
race as a word for a genetic pool, essentially
closed against alien genes, so that the
statistical distribution of various inheritable
characteristics is roughly predictable. But
the difficulty with this as a guide to foresee
ing the actual mass behavior of a society, or
even more of a specific government, seems
to me to be insurmountable.
191
DAfter 1980 you will probably have to
change The Dispossessed Maiorit/' to The
Dispossessed Plurality.
219

3

I am sure you have heard about the
blondes who go out with blacks because
they are more masculine. Penny Patterson,
who is studying primates at Stanford, goes
out with gorillas because they are more in
telligent. She claims her friend, koko, has
an IQ of 90.
861

I saw your Warburg story in the February
issue. I'm particularly fascinated by Otto.
He was that rare bird, a staunch old Kaiser
treuer, not too dissimilar to Albert Ballin,
the director of the Hamburg-America Line
who, for whatever reason, committed
suicide when Germany lost World War I.
Otto hardly looked Jewish at all. You might
even say he had something of the air of an
old Prussian officer about him. In kaiser
Wilhelm's days he would not have looked
too far out of place in a Garde uniform in
Potsdam. He was, of course, blue-eyed. I
was extremely puzzled to learn that Otto
had been the head, all during the Nazi era,
of the kaiser Wilhelm Institut in Berlin
Dahlem, later named the Max Planck In
stitut. He must have received the benefit of
Hermann Goering's famous dictum Wer
Jude ist bestimme ich.
German subscriber.
j It really is amazing that the Western
world is bound on self-destruction.
Where~er you look, whites are giving into
blacks and reds alike at a scale which is
simply inconceivable.
011

o The

wife of Steve Biko, the late black
martyr of South Africa, is now writing
stories about what a good husband Steve
was. The truth of the matter is that Steve
was in a divorce action with his wife at the
time of his death. It is rather pathetic that
when a man dies, profit motives will turn
him from a devil into an angel.
552
In answer to Arthur Butz's letter, I can on
ly say that the Deutsche National-Zeitung is
simply too sensational for my taste. Its edi
tor is a type who I would hesitate to buy a
used car from. I stopped reading the DNZ
many, many years ago.
German subscriber

o If

I can find a blonde, anti·
miscegenationist Protestant, I might be able
to re-Nordicize my family. Maybe if I attend
the Citizens Council convention I can find
this kind of woman. Southernese is like a
foreign language to me, but some of my best
friends are Wasps.
487

o The

problem is not who controls the
media. A healthy race would be revolted by
the media. The Majority just laps it all up.
723

o When I was in college I found a Jewish
IImentor." We have long since come to a
parting of ways, but I think the reason I was
so close to this professor was because few
Majority people had any genuine intellec
tual interests. Eventually I discovered that
mere intellectualization could not replace
shared roots, but tew Majority people see",
to care much about their roots. Maybe we
deserve our dispossession.
456
o I was disappointed by the article 1I0ut of
Focus" (Instauration, March 1978). I feel
that the article fails to do justice to the
talent of members of the Focus rock group.
The real significance of Focus is that much
of the group's music reflects classical
themes and the kind of craftsmanship miss
ing among the screechers of rock music.
101

o I enjoy

reading pieces on popular music
in Instauration and occasionally I buy
records reviewed in the articles. As a rule I
have to special order these records since the
local music store caters to more jaded
tastes.
225
DCould we layoff sports for a while now. If
I had wanted a sports magazine, I wou Id
have subscribed to Sports Illustrated.
287

o Superfine magazine. My only oxygen for
the month. Hang in there and scratch 'em.
200
DA female instructor at my law school, of
Irish extraction, was married to a Negro and
has a mulatto boy of eleven. She is now
divorced. Upon her graduation from law
school with honors, instead of going into
traditional practice, she went to the Negro
ghettos and worked for peanuts in ilLegal
Aid" programs.
941

o College scholarships serve the "useful"
function of recruiting the rare intelligent in
dividual out of the working class and into
the priesthood of upper-middle-class
bureaucrats and sycophants. All these
upper-middle-class people are soulless
plastic automatons. The blacks make fun of
them, just because they are so inhuman.
They have no culture; they are just con
sumers in some economisfs demand curve.
They have lost their instincts, but not ac
quired enough intelligence to cope with the
complex syster.1S of reality. Heredity is an
education dating back millions of years; it is
conservative and not ilJways up with the
times. But the upper-middle-class whites
have only what they can learn in their own
lifetimes as a basis for decision-making.
SOO

o Note the

economic mess in Israel- roar
ing inflation, social conflict, corruption, in
efficiency. How come~ Aren't these the
most brilliant lovable people in the world~
Haven't they had a hundred times more aid
per capita than any other country~ And how
come the United States, Britain and France,
which are richly provided with Jews, are
also unsuccessful economically, whereas
Germany, with very few Jews, and Japan,
with almost none, are doing very well. It
almost makes one think that we should be
doing better without them. And yet the
media give us the impression that our most
creative, dynamic people are mostly Jewish.
I just can't understand it.
947
DThe short article "New Group" under Ink
lings (lnstauration, March 1978) was very
good indeed. We have a terrible time trying
to get the idea across that race is the issue.
Our dispossessed Majority have been so
completely brainwashed and indoctrinated
with the fraud of equality- not only that
each man is equal, but that each race is
equal- that their minds are absolutely clos
ed and they immediately retort with, IIWhy
you are a racisf' or a "bigof' or an lIanti
Semite," etc. Yet there is hope. Current
events of immorality, irresponsibility and
degeneracy coupled with ever more power
ful IIbig brother" is forcing the questioning
of what was once called "the land of the
free and the home of the brave." No honest
person with common sense can have such
conclusions today. We are neither the land
of the free, nor the home of the brave, for if
we were the latter, we would automatically
be the former. As for those religious people
supporting our enemies within the U.S., we
should remember we were white people
before we were Christians.
902
o I don't know how you're going to crack
the Human Events - National Review lot.
Now that they have this fixation on Begin's
crowd being a conservative free enterprise
revolution, they are unbearable.
777

o I keep hearing that there are 7,000,000
more women than men in the U.S. Does this
come anywhere near the fact~ I recall in the
1946-52 era that our age bracket had piled
up quite a surplus of women as a result of
wiJf casualties. Emnid, a postwar German
public opinion sampling outfit a la Gallup,
sounded out the German women without
men and with little prospects of finding one
in their age bracket, and large percentages
of them favored polygamy as an alternative
to no man at all. Leslie White, the an
thropologist, used to tease his classes by an
nouncing his support of potygamy, asking
rhetorically, "Whafs wrong with one more
wife and one less schoolmarm~"
319
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o A German correspondent tells me that ir
ving's book Hitler'S War had a comment in
the introduction to the German edition that
the Anne Frank diary was a falsification.
Daddy Frank and lawyers got the passage
suppressed after the first edition. Nothing is
mentioned of the diary in the U.S. edition of
Irving's book, published by Viking Press,
which is headed by that redoubtable Viking,
Harold Guinzburg.
253
o Here's a word of thanks to Zip 652 for his
reference to the "swarming mud people." I
work for the prosecuting attorney's office jn
one of the 'country's largest cities and have
to deal with Negroes almost constantly. My
friends and I normally refer to them as male
or female lIusuals," a term we picked up
from the police. It seems that in all police
radio communications and reports officers
are required to describe those they come in
contact with by gender and race. A suspect
might be referred to as a male Caucasian, a
female Latin, etc. Since it turns out that vir
tually all the criminals in this area are
Negroes, both male or female blacks are
"usuals" to the police. This descriptive term
was picked up almost immediately by
others with similar feelings. It replaced
prior favorites such as "suedes," "knuckle
draggers," or "Wogs," a term we always at
tributed to Winston Churchill. The day after
I read Zip 652's letter I used the term IImud
people" a time or two at work. Within a
week its use had spread like wildfire. It has
now become our favorite expression, with
numerous variations. The singular is "mud
person," beat up old Cadillacs 'are "mud
cars," those crazy clothes they wear are
"mud clothes." The list could go on and on.
Andrew Young, for example, is often guilty
of IImud thought." So thanks again Zip 652
for a great new term. You've given a few
much needed laughs to those of us who toil
in the nation's racial cesspools.
Zip Withheld
The most demoralized and most vulner
able members of the Nordic race are the
Anglo-Saxons, which is why their pride must
be built up.
553

o What a pity liThe Game and the Candle"
came to an end.
655
o My younger brother, who is at Oxford,
gave a big party while I was visiting him. I
saw that an enormous change had taken
place. Whereas in the late 1940s and early
1950s it was de rigueur at Oxford to have a
number of coloureds present at every
gathering, this time there were none at all.
In tact, I am told that above a certain level
mixed-race parties don't exist any more.
English subscriber

o Let me say that I thoroughly enjoy every
issue of Instauration. I would not want you
to change your emphasis in the least. Each
constituent force or constituent vector must
direct itself ahead without compromise. If I
were a Wasp, I would identify myself wholly
with your position. Those of us who are not
Wasps must want to be able to count on
such consistency from you. The vectors
must be clarified and purified, at this stage
of our national renewal, so they can have
full force. The national resultant will be a
compromise that is not intended as such by
any of the constituent vectors. IICitizens by
birth or choice of a common country, that
country has a right to concentrate your af
fections." That remains the categorical im
perative, now even more than when Presi
dent Washington pronounced it in 179&.
Birth covers race, ethnic origin, and
linguistic-cultural formation as well as
geography; but so does choice. Choice
means that the background is different, the
future tending to be the same. The trouble
with citizens by birth, including myself, is
that we sometimes think choice is possible
only in directions away from the country of
birth. Some Wasps think they remain na
tionally American, because of an indelible
birth-given character even when their hearts
are animated with an anti-nationalist love
or power. They imagine that whatever they
feel is American because it is they who feel
it. That you must condemn; for, it is the
shield behind which the non-Wasp anti
nationalists in our midst find their best pro
tection.
213
:.::J Recently, two New York City policemen
(Majority members) were gunned down in
Brooklyn by a black by the name of
Frederick Thompson. The police had a near
by house under surveillance when they spot
ted Thompson and suspected him of being
the person they were looking for. When
they approached Thompson, who, by the
way, was on parole from Attica, and asked
him for identification, he pulled a gun and
murdered both men. The gunman's wife
turned out to be a young Jewish lawyer,
who immediately came to his aid. However,
before she had a chance to defend him the
wonderful, moral governor of New York,
Hugh Carey, pardoned Thompson since the
lI evidence would not hold up in court." Even
though the two wives of the policemen are
left without husbands, Hugh Carey later an
nounced, HThe state has no right to take the
life of any person." Once again, we can easi
ly see how the law operates on "procedure"
and not Hsubstance." A black minority
member murders two white Majority
members and the state lets him go for /llack
of evidence," even though there were many
witnesses. Would the case have been the
same if the gunman was a Majority member
and the policemen blacksl
112

o There

is no way to undo Einsteinian
Relativity simply by criticizing it. Facts
neither establish nor destroy a scientific
theory. There is no infallible body which
knows and proclaims truth, any more than
there are infallible courts of infallible con
gresses. People proclaim they believe what
it is to their advantage to proclaim they
believe- not always, of course, but most of
the time. I simply feel that there had better
be a sound Western basic theory of physics
and cosmology as a necessary moral compo
nent of any political movement that the
future hopefully may bring forth to rescue
the tottering ruins of the West.
724

o I just started

reading K. Lorenz's On Ag

gression. Some features of the thesis ex

plain, at least to me, the liberal Nordic. The
Nordic has developed too high a level of in
traracial competition. There is nothing Nor
dics love more than to kill other Nordics. Se
cond in preference comes other whites;
third, the colored peoples with some
character and independent spirit, such as
American Indians and Japanese. The most
worthless specimens of humanity, Negroes
and Asiatic Indians, are dearly loved. It is
akin to the fly being the hero and the spider
the villain. but if it weren't for spiders,
despite all our insecticides and other non
functional technology, we would be buried
in flies.
943

o The

popularity of Jews has declined
markedly after their one-sided military vic
tories over the Arabs. When they were being
Hgassed," they were very popular.
221
DJoan Rivers says, liThe college kids are so
bright. They are the first ones to appreciate
the new comics." These kids then proceed
to giggle at slurs against their race, their
religion, their nationality.
150

o Khazaria had a field day on the ump
teenth holocaust rerun on TV. Accompany
ing it was a 1&-page tabloid insert in the
Denver Post Saturday by the Mountain
States Regional Office of the ADL, a dreary
mess of recapitulation of their whole dreary
brief vs. der Adolf. It is a spotty and feeble
case and could be torn to shreds, but would
be very time-consuming. The bibliography
omitted all the old standards used to set up
this fable and cites almost nothing but stuff
printed in the 1970s. I guess they feel that
the scriptures have been established and
now they need not bother with evidence or
sources- just glittery glosses and imaginary
literature.
801
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It's no longer an eye for an eye. The
descendants of the writers of the Old Testa
ment have updated it. It's 1,400 eyes for
&0- computed on the basis that 700
Lebanese and Palestinians were killed in
retaliation for some 30 dead Israelis.
329

o Brilliant, absolutely brilliant is the only
word that comes to mind upon reading HThe
Pushkin Report" in Instauration. This article
zeroed right in on the true picture of what
has happened here, and the conditions as
they exist today. I was elated to feel once
more that I am not alone, that other
brilliant men are out there thinking, com
prehending, analyzing and perhaps working
out solutions to our dilemma. The best line
was the colonel explaining that we are like
the man walking out of an automobile acci
dent saying /ll'm fine" and dropping dead
five minutes later.
727
o I have written a short book report of The
Dispossessed Majority and have been mail
ing it to various leaders of our country. I
think they should know about this book.
992

o I can tell you that the Nordic race, even
though it can't be clearly identified either
by the bulk of its own members or by other
races, is more menaced now than it has ever
been in its history. The enemy is out to
either enslave it or annihilate it. The mere
identification of Nordic is sufficient to
generate hostility and hate in the liberal
minority coalition.
101
o The National Front is beginning to scare
the pants off the British establishment. Even
a Nazi past cannot hold back Tyndall and
Webster, because they are now thoroughly
identified with British nationalism.
English subscriber
o A young lady friend of mine was shocked
when she was on the staff of a university
press and was seeing through the press a
book by a famous sociologist. She noticed
that one of the tables that exhibited the
deplorable plight of minorities had items
that did not add up to the total shown and
were assigned percentages that totalled
considerably more than 100%. The
sociologist explained that he had changed
the figures and percentages to what he
thought would be more effective, and had
merely neglected to change the totals. He
then proceeded to ask her advice about
what distribution of the statistics would be
most apt for stirring up the readers. Not be
ing a professional sociologist, she was
shocked.
593

More atrocious than the atrocity itself is the atrocity-mongering

HOLOCAUST STRATEGY
World War I atrocity tales of Huns tossing Belgium
babies on their bayonets and of Hunnish chemists
transmuting Belgium corpses into soap had a rather
short life. Even before the end of the war hardly
anyone believed them. Other atrocity stories have
persisted much longer. Remember the Lusitania?
Most of the world believed that a bloodthirsty
U-boat captain deliberately torpedoed an unarmed
passenger liner whose hold contained not one ounce
of war munitions. The tale was only laid to rest a few
years ago.
Every war, every violent confrontation between
human groups produces more than its share of hor
rors on both sides. I n the welter of violence triggered
by man's aggressive instincts, there is always some
gory event from which so much pathos can be wrung
that the adrenalin level of the victinls is raised to the
point where they themselves become more aggres
sive than their enemies. The size and scope of the
"atrocity," the number of victims, its real historical
significance are only of secondary importance. All
these items can easily be doctored. What is impor
tant is the clout, in modern times the media clout, of
those who stand to profit from any given atrocity.
No one, for example, may ever hear of Atrocity A
that transpired in Country B. If it ever should come to
light, it may be in the form of a footnote in some en
cyclopedic tome published decades later. On the
other hand, the whole world may hear of Atrocity C
in Country D a few hours after the event, even
though Atrocity A included the annihHation of a
whole city under the most barbaric circumstances,
whereas Atrocity C involved only a few people
perishing in a more or less standard shootout or kid
napping. Elaborations of Atrocity C - elaborations
being defined as reinforcing fabrications- may
continue for weeks, months, even years. The atrocity
may actually furnish a perfect pretext for a major
shift in Country D's foreign policy. It may even ex
cuse and justify a war that makes hundreds of
thousands of people homeless and lays waste an en
tire countryside- a war in which the death toll is
thousands of times greater than the number of vic
tims who succumbed in the original atrocity.
The point is that the atrocity, or rather the atrocity
myth, tale, or story, to be truly understood, must be
viewed as a weapon, perhaps the deadliest of all, in
the bulging 20th Century arsenal of war. It is a
weapon with the greatest power of devastation cur
rently known to man, much more lethal than all the
atom bombs, hydrogen bombs and neutron bombs
rolled into one. It is, in fact, a neuron bomb. It
destroys minds, not bodies, and it destroys mlnds by
destroying human reason, by drowning objectivity in

a murky sea of subjectivity. No mind can function
properly when all it has to work on are half-truths,
quarter-truths and untruths.
The basic purpose of the atrocity hucksters, as
distinguished from the atrocity perpetrators, is to
provoke or intensify a confrontation or conf I ict. With
m ill ions aroused to a fever pitch against those who
committed the atrocity, it becomes much easier for
the victims of the atrocity to commit the ultimate
atrocity, a full-scale war. Conversely, if those respon
sible for the atrocity can contain it, if their hold on
public opinion is such that no word about the atro
city gets out, then the atrocity dies aborning.
The rule here is that governments, armies, freedom
fighters and other terrorists who have little media in
fluence should do everything to reduce their
atrocities to a minimum. On the other hand, those
fortunate enough to have a "good press" need not
worry. In fact, atrocities may be to their advantage.
The Israelis' slaughter of 250 Arab villagers, half of
them women and children, at Dair Yassin, Palestine,
in 1948 was a deliberate act of terror that caused tens
of thousands of neighboring Arabs to flee their lands
and homes, which the Zionists promptly confiscated.
In this case the perpetrators of the atrocity gained by
it, since Jewish influence in the world press kept Dair
Yassin out of the news Here we have an atrocity that
never became an atrocity because it was committed
in a news vacuum. Even today, when Dair Yassin has
become known to most serious historians, the media
seldom mention it- and never mention it in the
headlines. Instead, the headlines continue to salute
and flatter Menahem Begin, the man who bore most
of the responsibil ity for Deir Yassin.
War feeds on hate and atrocities feed hate. The
kingdom of hate has no room for reason and little
room for common sense. You don't argue about
atrocities- that is, the atrocities you are permitted to
hear about. You either accept or reject them. If, as
usually happens, the man in the street hears about
them from those who want him to hear about them,
he is fikely to swallow whatever he is told By accep
ting this one-sided account of the atrocity he cannot
avoid hating the alleged perpetrators, as he is sup
posed to do. As he hears more, as the atrocity is dinn
ed relentlessly in his ears, the hatred grows apace un
til he eventually finds himself in the anomalous posi
tion of supporting the commission of atrocities by
those who were the "victims" of the original atrocity
Hatred has caused him to undergo a complete men
tal transformation. It took the sinking of the Maine to
get the American public, which at the time was by
and targe noninterventionist, in the proper mood to
support a war against Spain.
Continued on page 1 'i
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THE BLACK SUPERIORITY MYTH
OF HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPION
JACK JOHNSON
The blg ge t I3roadway suc
_ of the 1968-69
s a. n was Howard Sa kler's " he Great White
Hop " _tarring Jam es Cl rl Jon e as Jack Jeft 'rson "
T h play w a one more link In a long, tortuous chain
o f al ehoods and ml s onceptlons which have grown
up around "Jef fe rson"-a.k a
Jack Johnson,
erstwhile world heavyw ight boxing champion, who
had a yen for white women and a penchant for con
troversy
Sackler, as might be expected of a minority racist
playwright, overused his" poetic Iicense" to portray
"J efferson" as a black martyr of the white establ ish
ment. The story line centered on the protagon ist' s
life from the day he won the title in 1908 until his
dethront'ment in 1915. The old, hotly debated ques
t ion 5 to wh e her or not the hampion was beaten
by wh it chi an ry was answe red in the affirmative.
T h fa l is th t Jo hn . o n, shortly bef ore his defeat,
h d b en in exil e a ter fl e ing the U .S. to avoid serv
in g a _ ntenc) f o r cro si ng st at bord ers with a white
pro t it u . Th di t rt d d ramatic view which tens of
t h U\c nd '>d W n [3 r uw, y and millions more on
t I 1-"'1 n ou ld o n lv ser e l
reinfor .e the almost
t i a l b Ii f in Jo hn . n's invi nc ib il ity.
n o f th p~in c i al upp o rt o f th Jo hnson myth
w
N at FI I. h r' 5 r nkin g f him s t he g rea t est
h a y w ig ht o f all ti m. FI is c her, th e f o rm er ed itor
of Ri ng M agaz in e, had
n alm a t ev ry major fight
f r m 1910 t 19 0 and w a .. re gard ed for qu it e some
ti m
"tv1r. BOXi ng." In Jun 1927 Ring f\1agazine
print
th r . u lb o f a ce nsu o f
xpe rt
who pickel Joh n... n cl <'; th gr ci t ~t. M u h of this acclaim
r " ~ t ... on th _
II f th nt Jo hn n had d f eated all the
r pu table whit e fighters he had ever faced. The truth
is J hnson had been floored by white middleweights!
n 1- b. 25, 1901, In Galveston, Texas, Johnson was
kn o ' k d out by a white middleweight named Joe
ho yn . k i In thret' rounds In his autobiography
Jo hn n claimed the fight was stopped in the 3rd by
T xa ~ Rangers What really happened was that Cho
ynsk I K 0 'd Johnson with a vicious left hook to the
temple He didn't regain his senses until the Rangers
w re st anding over him and trying to help him up.
Choynsk I, who was much smaller than Johnson,
on ce f ought heavyweight champion James J. Jeffries
to a draw In 1897 and also drew a bout with a tough
heavywe ight contender named Tom Sharkey in 1898.
wo y ars lat er Sharkey knocked him out. Choynski
was beaten by "Barbados" Joe Walcott, a welter
w ight in 1900. The Pol ish fighter, a good boxer in his
prime, was no superman when he met Johnson.
In hiS autobiography Johnson also claims to have

defeated heavyweight champion "Ruby Robert" Fitz
simmons ThiS happens to be true But in 1907, when
Johnson defeated Fitzsimmons, the latter was over
45, had been on the skids for some time and his top
weight was 167 Ibs
Johnson's autobiography also states that he won
the world's light-heavyweight championship title
from George Gardner on March 31, 1902, In San Fran
CISCO. This happens not to be true Johnson, whose
usual fighting weight was 195 Ibs. or more, never won
the light-heavyweight crown (175 Ib class) which
wasn't even on the books until 1903, when It w as
established by Lou Houseman, a Chicago newspap er
man, the promoter and manager of Jack Root, a mi d
dleweight who had exceeded the 160 lb. limit of hi s
own category

/I
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Was he only shading his eye ?
Johnson's autobiography does not tell the fu II
story of his March 28, 1905, loss by deCision to Mar
vin Hart. Although Hart would eventually become
the heavyweight champion, he was regard ed by most
experts as one of the least impressive boxers ever to
wear the crown. Johnson was 26 when he fought Hart
in a 20-round bout, bOXing smartly through the first 8
rounds, though not overly aggressive. I n the 6th he
connected with a series of hard lefts, which knocked
Hart across the ring. But he could not manage to
floor Hart, whose face had been bloodied and gash
ed. I n the 16th and 17th rou nds, as Johnson began to
tire, Hart landed some hard body blows, although his
eyes were almost closed and he could hardly see
what he was doing. I n the end he won the decision
Johnson explained away the loss by saying that in the
confus'on after the bout the referee had mistakenly
pointed to the wrong man.
Continued on page 16
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The rocket versus the mule

NASA
The most extraord inary event in human history
took place in the year 1969-America's landing on
the moon. Yet scarcely less extraordinary was the
false interpretation that Western politicians and the
liberal-minority media sought to put to it.
Space exploration, with its groping for the stars as
opposed to humanistic groveling in the multiracial
mire of earth, is as foreign to liberalism as a pearl to
a porker. In this sense extraterrestrial flights repre
sent a direct threat to establishment thought. If they
cannot be stopped altogether, they must at least be
twisted into ideological conformity with liberalism
and even made to appear as a vindication of it. Con
sequently, the Western press was frantically concern
ed with stressing the supposed "universality" of the
moon walk, a fabulous achievem~'nt which in reality
had glaringly demonstrated the eAact contrary.
President Nixon said to the astronauts as they
stood upon the moon: "For one priceless moment in
the whole history of man, all of the people of this
earth are truly one." This was particularly significant
in that it was almost word for word the same message
sent at the time of the Apollo 8 moon orbiting that
took place a year before the moon landing. It is quite
clear that the Iiberal slant" adopted for the space
flights was decided upon well before they actually
occurred.
With the exception of the president of the United
States, whose puppet status was conclusively
demonstrated by his stock reactions to the moon
flight, and with the exception of editorial writers,
who were unable to believe that there could have
been any sizable group of people anywhere in the
world who had remained unaware of, or unmoved
by, what the astronauts of Apollo 11 had accomplish
ed, everyone knows that although an estimated 600
million people watched television transmissions of
the historic event, an even greater number of
Chinese-800 million or so-were kept in total ig
norance of it. It is equally certain that many scores or
even hundreds of millions of other primitive Asians,
Africans and Central and South Americans, not to
mention Micronesians, Melanesians and Polynesians,
remained either in the dark or actively hostile or
simply failed altogether to comprehend such goings
on. Nor did the Russians, for that matter actually
hang out any flags to commemorate the occa
sion-and they number well over 200 million. None
of these peoples, we may be sure, experienced any
"uncanny" liberal sensations about belonging to a
larger world community. Black Africans, for exam
ple, either frankly disbelieved in the moon landing or
disapproved of it, their rulers dutifully parroting the
conviction that the money spent on the venture

could have been put to better use by relieving world
poverty and, incidentally, relining their own pockets.
It was indeed sheer lunacy, or sheer liberalism, to
have suggested that primitives in whatever esoteric
fashion shared in Western man's space flights.
Because the average Westerner is still proud of
Western achievements and jealous of his national in
stitutions, liberalism still has to move somewhat
warily. To pervert a people's outlook you do not at
tack what is admirable. It is much wiser to praise
what is bad, and to surround what is good with a
false significance.
The Apollo 11 moon landing did not bring a
message of the unity and oneness of man. The ob
vious meaning and undeniable lesson of this incredi
ble feat, which the communications media had at all
costs to obscure, was that the first men on the moon
were American Nordics.
Space flight is an absolutely exclusive white con
cept and achievement, and to call it a universal
human achievement is Iittle short of madness. But
madness is a Iiberal characteristic, and in this in
stance the aim was to deprive the West of any sense
of outstanding achievement and any suspicion of
superiority. For if the Western peoples were ever to
become conscious of their superiority they might
think and behave in a very different manner.
Space flights prove that the American Majority is
immeasurably more advanced than the races who
are seeking, under the guise of human rights," to
drag it down to their level and so obi iterate it. The
vast superiority of the much maligned Wasps is
something which can only be obscured by the ver
biage of the liberal manipulators of world opinion,
who are quite frantically concerned lest the bam
boozled, hoodwinked Majority voting masses-or its
more advanced members- realize their irreplace
able biological worth. For if they do, and if they
should finally reject the transparent absurdity of
racial equality, and consequently reject the imagined
moral need to share their priceless physical and
spiritual possessions with others, the carefully laid
plans of their would-be totalitarian masters would be
undone almost at the very moment of fulfillment. By
the same token the American-German space tri
umphs have demonstrated that if Northern Euro
peans were free and united instead of half
subjugated and divided, if they could only shake off
the Old Man of the Sea, the equality-demanding
parasitic minority interloper, they would instantly
leap so far ahead that no other race in the world
would be able to challenge and threaten them. Any
attempt on our part to do this would, of course, be
denounced as fascism or even Nazism, but are we to

Ii
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A philosophical and political justification of sociobiology

ARE INSTINCTS IMMORAL~
Th p r sent-d ay academl p o t lo n on hu n an In
sl'ln ts an b ummed up as foll ows . I nst inc t d o not
xi . t in m an. Bu t i th y id exist, th y w o u ld b _ im
moral.
r ci ng t hi s b Ii f to iL ou r
is diff i ult, but It
r ~c ived
cr u cia l boost f ro m Kant, who is the ' ource
of m any Id s ent ra l to pr
n t-d ay a ad emic
ideo logy . In th Critiqu e o f Prac tica l Reason o c c u rs
t his cu rio u s b u t hi ghl y sig ni f i an t sta tem ent:

tlon This IS not a ma tt r of leftw ing o r rightwing
Ideology, of communis m, mandarin ism or whate ve r,
but Imply the pla tfo rm of ta c h r a such. An
ide o logy is good t o th m wh en it aff irm them . K an
t i nism is good, S hopenhau er ianism is b d . Th
o n
f l ic t xt nds it elf into the d e pes t f ab ic o f so ie ty
a. a whole L t u , f o r a mom en t, examine t he bas ic
i. u

Kant p ar nt lyac r t th id a t h re ma y be c r
tain in 1m tion t ha t I ad to
L w w o ul d o n id r
harrtable, Itru i ti and hu ma n it ar ia n, b ut whi c h
n v rth I s ar no in t rin_i ally t hi al be au
th y do not orig ina t in th h ig h r hu m an ethi a l
faculty . Ka n t h rei r
11 - th se in lination ,
haritable thoug h t hey may be, d ang ro us. T hus a t s
shou ld not b p rf orm d t ell , wh en th y ar p r
for m d out of sympathy, camp sia n o r any a l h _r
pure l
pontaneou s m ati n. T h is a - p .ct of Kan t ian
thought was first not d by Shop nhau r, w ho s id
t hat "to b good an d m ri t o riou '" (in K n t ia n t h ught)
add mus t be p d or m d ' impl y and oi ly out o f
r gard f or t he k nown I wan d fo r th
oncept o f
d u ty, and a o rdin g to a max im known to r .ason in
t he abot ra t. " By this line f think i ng, then, an act
b o hl m ral or immoral n t through i t o utcome
b u t th r u gh its m ti v . W e rea h the p arad x i a l
co nc lu io n in K antian thought that in s in _ts -e en
an ins t in t of c har i ty and sy m path - are in
t h m ~ Ive actua ll y im m o ral, if not o ut ide the law .
Ign i f l ant i , tho se arguing in favor of instincts,
whi le al 0 try ing to stay in the good graces of their
c demic coi l agues, . a te their position as follows
Instincts lead to or cause virtue They lead to all the
thmg ') - world peace, universa I brotherhood and so
forth- that the most pious don professes to hope for
The idpa here IS that a moral outcome of Instincts
would make the Instincts themselves moral, so that
they could Sit down at tea, so to speak with the pro
fessors This is how sociobiologists, insofar as
th ey want to reconcile themselves with the prevailing
Kantlan, democratic and even Christian ethiCS, lay
down thei r stra tegy I t IS astra tegy, of cou rse, not for
tru th, bu t for su rviva I In a bas ica lIy hosti Ie env i ron

Prince K ropotkin

The connection between animal beha vior and
human morality has long been an issue of hot debate.
But th grea t Impe tus for c on t emporary so ioblology
c am e from ha rles D arwin, w ho wrote:
Ther e IS not the lea st Inh rent impr bab il ity
In vir
tuous tendencies being more or les trongly inherited,
for, nut to mention the variou . di po it io ns and hdblts
tran smitted by many of our dom es tic animals to their
off-spring, I have heard of authentic c a
in which a
d ire t o t a l and a tendency to li e ppear d to run In

famill
At the time of Darwin, the intellectual and pro
f essorial clique was still licking its wounds from the
bitter attack of Plato on the Sophists, who professed
to be able to teach virtue Now the spectre was retur
n Ing. Vi rtue was again becom ing an attribute of in
born character. Again the teachers of morals were in
a quandary Darwin, in establishing the actual
ancestry of man and his place in the general order of
things, had revealed the crucial importance of in
stincts The educated person came to suspect that
not only human physiology but morals, too, were
derived from some prehuman condition; that morals
served no heavenly or Kantian transcendental order,
but maintained the species in the struggle for

m nt.
AcademiCians are dubious about instincts, for one
re ason, because the eXistence of mstlncts does not
suff IC lently su pport the desI re of the professoriat to
wield great Influence and to receive large remunera

Continued on page 21
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What in the long run do revolutionaries really accomplish?

RACIAL SCHIZOPHRENIA IN
TURKEY AND GREECE
toman authorities took care that no prelate from the
Unionist party would ever ascend to this high posi
tion. Consequently, the Eastern Orthodox Church
assumed its present profile, which is violently anti
Vatican and difficult for a foreigner to grasp, all the
more so because the theological differences are not
so grea t.
Although Byzantium was also called the Greek
Empire, its center of gravity was not in Greece or
Europe, but in Asia Minor, which also remained the
center of gravity of the Ottoman Empire In fact, the
Turks hardly changed anything. They merely laid
more stress on the Asiatic component of the
biological mix
Centu nes later, after the G reek War of I n
dependence, the old duality reappeared Two par
ties, the foreign" and the" native," represented the
Westerners and their opponents
People With
Western education and sympathies wanted to
transform the new state of Greece mto a model
kmgdom" that would be a p<Hl of l ufOPC r(J1 thi3
reason the crown was offered to European prmces
The two rivalries were contmued m the appearance
of two factions which were Identified by the costume
of their leaders- the party of the "frock coat" and
the party of the "fustanella," the latter bemg the na
tional costume of modern Greece The frock coats
had England as their paradigm and advocated a
precise political program that included the regimen
tatIOn of the country's economic forces After the m
ternal development of the country the plan was to
liberate other populations stili oppressed by the
Turks
Those who preferred the fustanella to Western
dress were the exponents of the "Grand Idea," that
IS, the resurrection of the Byzantme Empire, though
the party's leaders lacked any detailed program as to
how this could be brought about To them the crea
tion of a Greek kmgdom was to be a condition of
truce, not peace I n home politiCS, the party leaders
practiced the ASiatic tradition of corruption and
brrbery. It is wrong to mfer that the Westerners were
not also nationalistic, but they wanted a small well
governed state rather than a cumbersome empire.
The fustanellas followed an adventurous If not a
romantic pol icy T he frock coats were more wedded
to poiltica I rea Ities
The importance of the Greek Revolution cannot
be underestimated. Mustapha Kf~mal Ataturk told
foreign journalists durmg the Turko-Greek war of
1919-22 that he would defeat the Greeks by the same
means they had
used in the Greek War of

The Byzantine Empire, the heir of the Roman Em
pire, inherited its racial problems as well. There ex
isted within the Byzantine Empire a schism between
the European and Asiatic "mind sets," which was a
reflection of its biological composition. This duality
came to a head just before the remains of the Empire
fell to the Ottoman Turks in 1453. Of the two parties
dominating the political scene, the Unionists were
the spokesmen for the Western Church and the crea
tion of a common European front against the Ot
toman threat. To illustrate to their opponents the
seriousness of the situation, the Unionists escorted
the Grand Duke Notaras, one of the most influential
anti-Unionists, to the battlements of Constantinople
and showed him the Turks walkmg about freely on
the ASiatic banks of the Bosphorus At the Sight of
this near and present danger, Notaras snorted, "Bet
ter a Turkish turban than a Latm cap
Soon after
ward, the ruling members of the Impenal ruling class
who could not live under ASiatic rule fled to Europe
where they became church dignitaries, diplomats
and scholars Those who remained went over to the
conqueror

11
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Sultan Mohammed II
The Ottoman victor naturally encouraged the anti
Unionists. Three days after the fall of Constanti
nople, Sultan Mohammed It named as the new
patriarch George Scolarious, the leader of the anti
Union party. His nomination meant the complete
separation of East and West. Henceforth, the Ot

Continued on page 22
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Zionist Christians

The intrinsic hypocrisy of Fundamen
tal ist thinking is typified by Billy
Graham's production of the film His
In the 1975-76 fiscal year, when
One of the most un-Christian acts In
Land, in two different versions, one en
ding In the mass conversion of the Jewish
blacks represented 15 5% of the modern times is the effort of variOUs
people and the other omitting it- that is,
enrollees In Georgia's university evangelical Christians to see to It that
telling the Jewish people one thing and
systern (33 colleges and universities), .3,000,000 Palestinians, the majority of
Chris tians another
$48,716,673 In financial aid was ex
whom have already been evicted from
While the rest of the world stands ap
tended to students Blacks received their country by the Zionists, lose their
palled at the bombs from Bethlehem and
341% of this sum Breaking the hope of a West Bank homeland One
napalm from Nazareth, you and your
$48,716,673 down Into categories
such group recently came out with a
benighted friends continue your
$1 3,764,254 represented money for full-page ad calling for more Zionist
espousal of Jewish political nationalism
which no repayment was necessary, lebensraum. Itwas signed by various
with all the wild-eyed frenzy of a John
Brown at Harper's Ferry What you don't
and blacks received 59.6% of this Stu
Baptist and Methodist church
appear to recognize is that your Zionist
dent loans amounted to $16,159,452, fathers- and Pat Boone. In rebuttal we
friends have abandoned God and begun
which was to be repaid by cash or ser
reprint part of a letter sent by the
the worship of a golden calf- the State
vices Blacks received 25.8% of this American Palestine Committee's Nor
of Israel

Racialized Education

money More than 15% of the scholar
man Dacey to Arnold Olson, past presi
ships amounting to $2,634,765 went to dent of the National Assoc iation of
blacks
Employment opportunities l:: vangellcals, who seemed to be the
total ing $15,324,140 were offered, of driVing force behind the ad, though we
which 24.4% went to blacks. I n addi
suspect that some non-Christian forces
Compared to the last half of 1976, of
tion, $844,062 in grants, loans, scholar
were also active.
the 50 largest publ ications in America,
ships and employment opportunities
only 6 had circulation increases of
more than 10% in 1977. These were:
Dt>dr Mr Olson:
went to nonresident aliens.
Contrary to the thought expressed in
National Enquirer, Star, People, True
But thiS kind of financial favoritism
the advertisement inserted in the New
Story, Midnight Globe and the Smith
1'1 only half the story HEW demands
York Times by you and your Evangelical
sonian. The last named is the only one
that the proportion of black high
friends, history did not begin in the Mid
of these publications not fit for immed
school graduates who go on to college
dle Ea::.t in 1300 B.C when Joshua, the
iate disposal in the nearest Hefty gar
In Georgia equal the proportion of
Israel itt> Genghis K han, invaded Canaan,
bage bag.
college-bound white high school
burning and pillaging and putting inna
graduates. In 1976, of the 61,059
The country's largest mass circula
ct>nt men, women and children to the
Georgia high school graduates, 18,925
tion magazines, with the exception of
sword. There were non-Jewish people
(78.4%) whites went on to college On
the National Enquirer, have either lost
there millenniums earlier-and some of
ly 5,125 (216%) of the black high
the descendants of those people are still
readers or gained very Iittle. These are:
there
school graduates did so. HEW is
TV Guide, 19.4 million; Reader's
Your statement that Palestine has
therefore ordering Georgia to lower the
Digest, 18.2 million; National
bt>en the exclusive homeland of the Jews
white level to 70% and raise the black
Geographic, 9.75 million; Family Cir
since Joshua's time is quite untrue. I can
level to 30%, so the quotas will relect
cle, 8.5 million; Woman's Day, 8.4
provide the names of numerous
the hlack-whlte proportion of the state
million; Better Homes and Gardens,
historians who recorded that there was
population (70-30) This means that
8.05
million; McCall's, 6.5 million;
not a single Jew in Jerusalem in their
thou'land.., of qualified whites will be
Ladies' Home Journal, 6 million; Na
tlnW
kept out of college in the future or
tional Enquirer, 5.2 million; Good
Your and your fellow Fundamentalists
Georgia taxpayers wdl have to raise
havt> read into the Bible a prophecy that
Housekeeping, 5.17 million.
tht> world's Jews will one day "return" to
millIOns of extra dollars to pro,dde
Walter Annenberg controls TV
tht> Holy Land and there convert to Chris
facilltle'l for thousands of unqualified
Guide. The Reader's Digest and Na
tianity T a obtain that glittering religious
black ... tudents (For example, for the
tional Geographic are Majority-owned,
pnzt>, you are quite ready to sacrifice
1977 class at one unit of the university
though the former is riddled with
thrt>e million Palestinians-10 per cent
minority editors. The women's
system of Ceorgla, of the applicants
of whom are Christians and all of whom
magazines, when they are not minority
who earned SAT ">cores above 1 000,
cut> God's children, too.
98% were white, only 2% were black)
controlled, minority-owned or
ThiS suggests that your God is not the
The 70- 30 racial percentages are also
minority-edited, are loaded with
Christian God of humanity, justice,
to b{' pnforCt·d In graduate schools
minority sex counsellors and shrinks.
ppace, corn passion and love, but
Yahweh, the God of the ancient
(on">t'quently, we may expect a sllable
The National Enquirer is controlled by
l..,rdPlltps who ordered his followers to
dpcred..,p ot whitt:' M A's, M.S's and
an Italian family,
swPt>p through the land, plundering the
Ph 0 '.., In Cporgla unless educational
The trend seems to be toward more
towns and slaughtering the inhabitants
px[wncl!turl>s are sharply Increased
and more junk in the magazine field,
(" dnd they utterly destroyed all that was
Mpc1l1whde, HEW is demand Ing that
where the influence on national policy
in the city, both man and woman, both
thp Georgia university system allocate
is relatively minor compared to that of
young and old, and ox and sheep, and
IllllC h more money to all-black col
the
lower-circulation newsweeklies,
i.~', with the edge of the sword"). This
Ipgt'''', which means th3t although
two of which are minority-controlled
Old Testamt>nt description of Joshua's
white colleges will become 30% black,
and the third, Time, though controlled
butchery at AI was re-enacted in 1948 by
black colleges will be encouraged to
Menahern Begin's Irgun at the Palesti
by Majority members, is under the
nian village of Deir Yassin
become even blacker
close scrutiny of one of the parent

Junkwards
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company's two "corporation editors,"
Henry Anatole Grunwald, an Austrian
born Jew.

The Conned Majority
In a recent issue Instauration offered
a few biographical details about Lee
De Forest, the Majority electronic
genius whose invention of the triode
vacuum tube made commercial radio
broadcasting possible. As the Sarnoffs,
Paleys and Goldensons made millions
out of his brainchild, De Forest died
with hardly a dime to his name.
Something quite similar happened to
Nathan B. -Stubblefield, a Kentucky
tinkerer who was primarily responsible
for the first radio broadcast in his
tory- way back in 1892, nine years
before Marconi allegedly invented the
wireless. I n that year Stubblefield's
equipment was actually transmitting
voices, while Marconi's invention,
which came much later, was still
restricted to broadcasting telegraph
signals.
Prominent businessmen, hustlers,
promoters and swindlers thronged to
Stubblefield's laboratory. He held
them off for years, saying that his
equipment was far from perfect. In
1908, however, he finally gave in and
received 500,000 shares of stock of the
Wireless Telephone Company of
America, which had been organized to
manufacture and sell his invention. In
the same year Stubblefield took out
another patent which contained a
drawing of a horseless carriage with a
broadcast set, which he later called a
radio. This was twenty years before the
first commercial radios were installed
in cars
1 he directors of the Wireless
Telephone Company tried to cheat him
out of his stock by reducing thE
number of his shares from 500,000 tc
50,000 Soon after, the company went
bankrupt and Stubblefield's stock was
worthless. About the same time, during
a visit to Washington to demonstrate
his invention, Stubblefield's trunk,
which contained the complete designs,
plans and drawings for his Ideas, was
stolen. The contents were never
recovered.
Stubblefield finally returned to his
home in Kentucky He found that It
had been taken over by cred itors and
that his wife and his children had left
him. He built a shack, covering the dirt
floor with cornstalks to protect him
against the cold. For the last twenty
vears of his life he lived or existerl

there, brooding, embittered, alone,
speaking to no one and refusing all of
fers of help and support. On March 28,
1928, he died of starvation.

More on the Boer
(So much correspondence was received
as a result of the article on the
Afrikaners [Instauration, May 1978] that
the author felt compelled to elucidate a
few racial fine points.)
So little taxonomical data on the
ethnic divisions of man have been
gathered and publicized that most
scholars know little or nothing about
the subject. Even less is there any com
prehension of how closely the physical
characteristics of race are tied to men
tal traits. As to the white race, which is
really no race at all, but only a cross
breeding of several races, the observer
will almost invariably be confused by
the host of mixed types that abound in
Europe.
One reason for the confusion is the
presence of dark-brown hair among
Nordics. Swedes, supposedly the most
Nordic of peoples, run about 40%
blond. About 60% have brown hair of
various shades, qu ite a bit of it dark.
A traveler to Finland will compound
the racial confusion by remarking how
"Nordic" the Finnish people are. But
Finns as a whole are not Nordic. They
are Alpine mixed with Nordic, as are
Poles. The same person who travels in
Czechoslovakia or Austria, however,
will begin to sense that the people are
something other than Nordic. The more
southerly Central Europeans have a
stronger infusion of Alpine than the
Finns and northern Poles. The same
traveler will then jet to South Africa
where he will see many Afrikaners with
dark-brown hair, dark-brown beards
and almost swarthy complexions. He
will be fooled once more. These are
Nordics, and they differ profoundly in
the mental department from most
Frnns, Poles, Czechoslovakians and
Austrians.
Dark-brown hair was characteristic
of three identifiable groupings of the
Nordic race after the Ice Age The
lighter tinges of hair, the dominance of
the blu~eye gene, was accelerated by
the residence of Teutonic-speaking
Nordics in the Scandinavian peninsula,
where the original continental Nordics
followed the retreating glaciers. Their
racial kinsmen on the continent,
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ancestors of much of the British,
Dutch, Flemish, Belgium and Nor
thwest German population, and of
most of the American Majority, retain
ed a lower percentage of blond ness.
The sun of the African continent and
Texas, as in the case of Afrikaners and
Nordic Texans, can exert a darkening
effect on people with fair coloration.
There has never existed enough
evidence to prove in court that the
Engl ish-I rish-Welsh-Scottish amalgam
in the Boer War, was less or more Nor
dic than the Afrikaners. The British
were at that time classified as a Nordic
people, although a sizable number of
Britons were not of that race. Likewise,
the Boers had to be, and have to be,
classified as Nordic, although here and
there an Alpine element (principally
German in origin) is incorporated. The
Boers were and are a much more highly
select group of Nordics than the
British, and originate from a much
more restricted gene pool, which tends
to produce in exaggerated form the
mental traits of the original Dutch set
tlers of South Africa.

A priapic prof named Marcuse
Was so obscenely obtuse
He sexed up Marx
With Freudian quarks
And anal-ized Old Mother Goose

Inklings
Renegades Revisited
Re Instauration (March 1978) events
have shown that the hope for an in
stauration of the music of the Brothers
Gibb was premature. No sooner had
the airwaves cooled from the short run
of "Edge of the Universe" than a
double-barreled barrage from the Bee
Gee Rooney Rifle broke the silence.
Two new chartbusters, released almost
simultaneously, again assaulted AM
radio. "How Deep Is Your Love?" had
barely reached its apogee when "Stay
ing Alive" joined it, the latter outdoing
its predecessor in both popularity and
white negritude. These new efforts are
from the soundtrack of the motion pic
ture Saturday Night Fever, a panorama
of the disco scene featuring john
Travolta, who rocketed to fame as the
Ueberschwein on ABC's "Welcome
Back Kotter" Saturday Night Fever is
the story of a discontented and dis
gruntled youth whose only joy is "shak
ing his booty" at the local disco every
weekend This he does better than
anyone else, thereby winning honor,
self-satisfaction and a special niche In
inner city society On the whole, Fever
is a vulgar, decadent, but parnfully ac
curate film about young people who
IivE' Within the confines of a runaway
AmE'rican dream," as Bruce Spring
steen wou Id phrase it The girls are
superfiCially comely, overly made-up
and revoltingly cheap. The boys are
tough, suave and basically insecure,
since they know they are incapable of
meetrng life even half way Travolta
does have a set of uncompromising
blue eyes which, with the help of some
01' Waspy musicians, make the
package complete The latest opuses
(Webster's first chOice misleads in this
context), of the Brothers G ibb may per
manently settle the question as to
where they are "coming from
MUSICally, they have shown their true
colors, or should we say, color?
II
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The Worst Shall
Be First
We all know that written tests and
examinations are not everything. Few
of us would be too dismayed, if forced
to choose between two doctors, that
one had received a slightly lower grade
rn medical school than the other. But,
suppose one doctor obtained only one
third the grade average of the other?
Then the prospective patient might
have second thoughts.

This is where Bakke comes in. Bakke
was refused admission to the Univer
sity of Davis Medical College though
fIe was better qualified than some
minority appl icants who were admit
ted. This fact is well known. But what is
not so well known is that in 1973
Bakke's scores on the four tests given
to all applicants by the Davis Medical
School were 96, 94, 97 and 72 I n that
year the average scores of admitted
white appl icants were 81, 76, 83 and
69. The average scores of the accepted
minority candidates, however, were 46,
24, 35 and 33. This is a pretty wide gap.
It means that minority applicants with
less than half and in some cases less
than a third of the scores obtained by
Bakke got in and Bakke was left out.
There are 15,000,000 whites in this
country who were born poor and
7,000,000 blacks who were born in the
middle class. Davis's admission prac
tices therefore favor middle-class
blacks over lower-class whites. The af
fluent, consequently, do not have to do
as well as the poor to get into medical
school. Hardly a democratic pro
cedure. Reverse discrimination carries
w!th it an acrid plutocratic smell.
Someday, some Majority or minority
patients may have to pay a high price
for these antiwhite admissions proce
dures. And by high price, we are not
talking about huge medical bills. We
are talking about serious injury or
death as the result of malpractice by
unqualified doctors.
When the best elements of the group
are prevented from serving the group,
perseverance, dedication, responsibili
ty and most other civilized virtues go
out the window I nevitably will come
that day so devoutly wished for by
some rei igionists - when the first shall
be last and the worst shall be first.

Stevie Boy
Sporting a lemon yellow suit and
open-necked black shirt, he came to
the Robert Hall bankruptcy auction
with a briefcase chained to his wrist.
He claimed it contained $2 million in
cash, and he offered $3.5 million for
five Robert Hall stores. But the con
tents of the briefcase were a Michigan
bankroll, he later admitted. All he had
was a few big bills sitting on piles of
blank paper.
He is the author of a book called
Mental Calisthenics and the president
of the American Association of Ap
plied Psychology which, until he form

ed it and made himself president, was a
non-organization. Another of his books
is How- To Live Like A Millionaire- On
An Ordinary Income.
One of his companies, International
Toy Corp., was sued eight different
times recently for $65,000 in unpaid
bills, He is chairman of the board of
Federal's, I nc., a previously bankrupt
Detroit department store chain.
He plans to run for governor of
Michigan in 1982.
He calls himself Steven West.
Steven West? If that is true, then In
stauration should close down at once.
Its editor is totally off his nut. His ideas
are spurious. He knows not of what he
writes. Everything is nurture. Nothing is
nature.
But further on in the Wall Street Jour
nal front-page article on Steven West,
halfway through the continuation in an
inside page, it was stated that the
Brooklyn-born Mr. West had decided
to change his name, which was once
Steven Watstein, because "I wanted
something zippy as opposed to
ethnic."

Suppressed Evidence
Fished out of the U.S. National Ar
chives last February by David Irving,
the British historian, was a rather vital
document that somehow was missing
from its rightful place in the Reich
justice ministry exhibit USA-921 used
at the N~Hemberg Trials in 1946. The
suppressed evidence was an inter
ministerial memo sent to State
Secretary Roland Friesler. It stated:
Reich Minister Lammers informed me
that the Fuehrer has repeatedly pro
nounced to him that he wants the Solu
tion of the Jewish Question put off until
after the war is over This means that all
the current deliberations are. in Reich
Minister Lammers' view, of purely
academic value; but he is going to do his
utmost to ensure that no decisions on
principle are reached as a result of sur
prise briefings conducted by third parties
without his knowledge.

In Anglo-Saxon law the deliberate
destruction or withholding of evidence
is a crime. But at Nuremberg, and at
NBC, anything goes. Then and now
nothing must be allowed to throw any~
cold water on the Holocaust. When
minority members are guilty, such as
the Rosenbergs, the trial is retried and
rehashed from here to eternity. The
Nuremberg kangaroo court, however,
stands as a sacred, untouchable pillar
of international justice.
Cont'd. on next page
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The U nspeakables
Movie producer and screenwriter
Norman Wexler was arrested for the se
cond time in Colorado last February.
This time he was charged for running
out on a hotel bill and carrying a con
cealed weapon. Previously Wexler had
been arrested for biting an airl ine
stewardess on a United Air Lines flight.
Wexler, who just happens to be Jewish,
also just happens to have written the
screen play for "Mandingo," one of
those adventures in anti-Majority
racism which makes whites so
repu Isive and blacks so fetchingly
heroic that even some black audience
reactions have been emetic Wexler is
becoming almost as unspeakable as his
racial cousin, screen director Roman
Polanski, onetime husband of slain
Nordic starlet Sharon Tate and present
ly a fugitive from justice for raping and
drugging a 14-year-old girl in
Hollywood
Catching up fast in the unspeakable
sweepstakes, is another "enricher" of
American culture, David Begelman,
who was reinstated as the movie and
television head of Columbia pictures
after embezzling $61,000 from the
firm. The embezzlement included forg
ing actor Cliff Robertson's name to a
$10,000 check. Begelman was finally
removed when Columbia stock started
sagging on Wall Street, but he still
walks the streets of Beverly Hills a very
rich and very free man.

Art
As New York collapses, the culture
vultures are worried that it will lose its
place as the capital of the nation's arts
They keep wringing their hands about
what they call the oncoming
Balkanization of American art.
The truth is that New York, in spite
of its once great wealth, has been the
most unartistic of all the great Western
cities. No great art has emanated from
New York since native New Yorker Her
man Melville finished Billy Budd in
1891. The only edifice of lasting ar
chitectural value in the whole city is
the Seagram's Building, designed
ironically by an Aryan German, Mies
van der Rohe. New York had great or
chestras, but the greatest conductors
were foreign-born ana no New Yorker
has ever been a great composer. In
tact, in music New York has a long
tradition of anti-artistic activities and
philistinism. From time to time the city

has boycotted the music of Wagner
and forbidden the performances of
such giant musical figures as Furt
wangler, Gleseking and Flagsted Even
poor old unpolitical Maurice Chevaiier
fell under the censorship ban for some
years following World War II As for
painters, almost all the more recent
New Yorkers who have claimed the ti
tle have tu rned a once noble art into an
ignoble fraud, with the active aid of an
all-powerful claque of minorityite
critics and art dealers. The ballet, in
spite of its Russian and homosexual
derivations, has probably been the
most dynamic art to come out of New
York in the last 70 years, and here again
most of the driving forces were non
New Yorkers. The native New Yorkers,
however, led the movement to boycott
the Bolshoi Ballet some years ago.
This is not to say that New Yorkers
have not been innovators They gave
the world the striptease and the yowl
ing kitsch produced by Tin Pan Alley
Now in the news is another striking
New York artistic achievement, Plato's
Retreat, a group sex nightclub run by
native New Yorker Jerry Levenson. As
described by one reporter, "I n the mat
tress area, scores of dangl ing hands,
arms and assorted legs are waving fran
tically like some crazed millipede"
The Balkanization of art in America,
if it means the end of New York as the
nation's artistic capital, is devoutly to
be wished I ndeed, until American art
is entirely dissociated from New York,
it has I ittle chance of getting above the
I rving Berlin level

Bad Ear
We think that the following passage
taken from David Landau's book Kiss
inger, The Uses of Power is one of the
most extreme cases of mutual
backscratching to appear in print for
some time.
A German refugee with a foreign ac
cent. yes, but his is one of the most at
tra'ctive voices ever to hold forth in
Washington- not at all misshapen. poor
ly pitched or shrill. but soft and lyrical.
and at the same time deep, authoritative.
deliberate. careful; whimsical yet also
profound, the kind of voice that creates
sympathy and confidence that the words
behind it are wise and correct.

To our mind the above is worse than
NBC's Holocatlst. The perversion of
facts and events is certainly not to be
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Sweet Throat
commended But the perversion of
tdste is even more diabolical We never
thought it possible that a gutteral,
totally unpleasant accent, emanating
from a fat, walrus-like neck could be
described in such glowing terms If
author Landau's judgment is correct,
then the cawing of a crow is more
mellifluous than the song of a night
ingale.

Editing God
What are we to think of the changes
being introduced in the new edition of
the Revised Standard Version of the BI
ble, which is scheduled to hit the
booksellers and theological factories
in the mid-1980's? A spokesperson for
the group charged with the revisions,
Dr Bruce M Metzger, indicates there
will be a lot of emasculation (in both
senses of the word),
Was man made in the image of God?
By no means Genesis (1 :26) was wrong.
Dr Metzger's revision will probably
read, "And God said, let us make both
sexes, after ou r likeness."
We have no idea what Dr Metzger
will do about Adam's male chauvinist
rib Perhaps he will turn Eve's pro
genitor into a hermaphrodite
The real problem facing liberal
theologians is what do you do about a
sexist God In an antisexist, yet
hypersexed society Or to put it more
bluntly, how dQ you edit God?

Holocaust Strategy
Continued from page 6

A trocities are del iberately media
ized to bu lid up (1) a war psychosis so
that Country X will aid or join Country
Y in beating down Country Z or (2)
a pacifist psychosis in Country X so
that no aid will be forthcoming to
Country Y and Country Z will have a
better chance of winning, Sometimes
the tactic fails. The alleged German
destruction of Guernica was Intended
by the Western liberal-minority coali
tion and the Communist hierarcy in the
Kremlin to bring Britain and France in
to the Spanish Civil War on the side of
the Spanish Popular Front government.
This did not happen But the atrocity
din succeed In stirring up more sym
pathy for the anti-Franco cause and in
securing more military and financial
aid for the anti-Fascists. The Sinking of
the Lusitania almost made it possible
for America to declare war against Ger
many in 1915 Almost, but not quite
The Lusitania did, however, stimulate a
lot of warmongering, thereby making it
much easier for President Wilson to
bring America into the confl ict two
years later
The way atrocity tales are handled
reveals as much about the war aims
and goals of the government that
publicizes them, as does its deploy
ment of tanks and warplanes This is
why the history of the founding and
development of Israel, together with
its military and foreign policy and the
general behaVior of world Zionism and
world Jewry, cannot really be under
stood without a prior, In-depth study
of the history of the Holocaust, the
greatest atrocity tale of them all
Even accepting at face value all the
exaggerated claims made on behalf of
the Holocaust. It by no means deserves
its preeminent rank in the chronicles of
human horror Solzhenitsyn has written
three books which describe scores of
atrocities that In sheer cruelty and
depravity equal If not outweigh the
worst in the Holocaust, atrocities
which In terms of numbers reduce the
Holocaust to minor tragedy Solz
henitsyn cites one Russian estimate
that 66 million Soviet citizens were kill
ed as a result of the Bolshevik terror In
China, Mao is supposed to have
brought about the death of some 30
million Chinese At this writing the
Cambodian bloodletting has allegedly
produced at least a million corpses.
We need not mention the ongoing rape
of Palestine (the racial persecution of
Arabs, the torture of Arab political
prisoners, the eviction of more than a
million Palestinians from their homes,

the brutal military occupation of the
West Bank). Nor will we note the
displacement of 11 million Eastern
Germans from their homes at the end
of World War II, probably the greatest
forced migration in history, one ac
companied by the mass ravishing of
German women and the looting of
practically every factory, public in
stitution and private home through
which the Russian army passed
Nevertheless, the Holocaust stands
head and shou Iders above these atro
city tales, even though the war to
which it is linked is actually somewhat
quiescent at the moment. Since the
birth of Israel in 1948, however, there
have been uncounted minor and major
eruptions in the Arab-I srael i War and
who would dare to predict there won't
be many more to come. I ndeed, the re
cent TV revival of the Holocaust, as if
expressly timed to soften the blow,
followed immediately after the Zionist
invasion of Lebanon, which in turn was
unleashed by the seizure of a bus by
some marauding Palestinians This inci
dent brought about the death of some
30 Israelis, although, as Time reluctant
ly admitted, at least half of the
fatalities were caused by Israel i
policemen shooting indiscriminately at
the vehicle until it burst into flames.
The Holocaust, in view of the
monumental rewards it has gained for
15rael, has been both the founding
f ather and bu Iwark of the Jewish state.
It has induced the Western world to
support, arm and finance what would
normally be construed as an immoral
and inexcusable Invasion of a peaceful
country, resulting in the dispossession
and expulsion of a population whose
a nces tors I ived ~n Palestine for
thousands of years, possibly since the
beginning of recorded history The
cause of the dispossessed Palestinians
is a righteous cause according to every
tenet of Western ethics, Western
religion, Western democracy, Western
conservatism and Western liberalism,
even Western Marxism. Yet the West,
led by America, has treated the Pales
tinians as outcasts, has turned its back
on them, has refused even to deal or
speak to their leading organization,
and has cheered wholeheartedly and
outrageously for the Israeli aggressor.
It was the Holocaust that turned
Zionism from a racial dream into a rag
ing real ity I t was the Holocaust that
forced West Germany to give the in
credible sum of $28.5 billion to Israel
and to individual Jews throughout the
world. It was the Holocaust that was
responsible for $30 billion in U.S.
public and private contributions to
Israel and the Israelis, much of it tax

deductible, with the present annual
subsidy amounting to about $3 billion
a year and including some of America's
most advanced military technology It
was the Holocaust that effectively
smothered and covered up an Israeli
atroc ity against America the sink ing
of the U.S.S. Liberty in 1967 with the
loss of 34 American dead and 75
wounded It was the Holocaust that
allowed various U.S. presidents and
high government officials throughout
the West to wink at such international
crimes as Israel's hijacking of uranium
on the high seas, the clandestine diver
sion of U.S strategic nuclear materials
to Israeli reactors and the attempted
destruction of U.S. buildings in Egypt
by Israel i secret agents hoping to
poison American-Arab relations (the
1954 Lavon affair). And no doubt it will
be the Holocaust that, when the time is
ripe to bring America into a nuclear
confrontation with Russia, will place
the U S. finally, irrevocably and
suicidally on the side of Israel.
The key to the Holocaust's effec
tiveness is repetition The men behind
the Holocaust have taken not c leaf
but a whole chapter out of Mein
Kampf. Normally atrocity tales die
from age and neglect. Without repeti
tion they succumb to the emotion
cooling effects of time. Without the
endless hammering home of the basic
message, debate takes the place of
polem ics and rational ity eventually
assumes command as texts are examin
ed in the background of context. The
pulse-raising atrocity tale, which can
be classified as one variety of the
H itlerian big I ie, I ives and thrives
almost exclusively on unreason.
Books, magazine articles, speeches,
TV extravaganzas must all be put to
continuous service. I f part of the
Holocaust story does not pertain to the
main propaganda theme, such as the
claim that five million non-Jews, most
ly Slavs and Gypsies, were also exter
minated, then it must be ruthlessly ex
cised, ignored or underplayed. Divided
hatred and divided sympathy mean a
dilution of pathos.
The atrocity tale receives its first set
back when it loses its immunity to
criticism. This is why such immunity
must be maintained at all costs, even
at the cost of subverting traditional
Western guarantees of Iiberty of ex
pression. From the very first moment
the Holocaust was foisted on the
Western consciousness, quite a few
Europeans, mostly Germans, have
gone to jail for even questioning it.
One Frenchman, Francois Duprat, an
historian and rightwing organizer, was
recently murdered by a "remembrance
Cont'd. on next page
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Auschwitz squad," for being the author
of pamphlets denying the Six Million
myth. Books which challenge the
Holocaust have been banned from all
major bookstores and are never review
ed in the mass media. Public debates
on the subject are totally forbidden.
All this, even though the magic rubric
of the Holocaust, the six million figure,
was simply pulled out of a hat. World
population statistics both before and
after World War II demolish it,
together with the fact that more than
four million separate reparations
demands from surviving Jews have
been received and processed by the
Bonn government. Prominent Jewish
historians have admitted the six million
figure is much too high. More than four
million Jews still live in Europe. Hun
dreds of thousands of European Jews,
perhaps even as many as a million,
escaped to Israel, the U.S., Canada and
other parts of the world. Yet editors of
the Western press continue to subtitle
the Holocaust "the extermination of
European Jewry
As time and human reason catch up
to the Holocaust, the effort to keep it
alive must be stepped up in the same
way the dying sufferer from emphy
sema needs greater and greater infu
sions of oxygen. Can the average mind
tolerate such massive amounts of
mind-eroding hatred? Apparently, yes.
The Holocaust is believed by more
people today than when it was first
broadcast to the world in 1945. I t has
now attained the status of a required
course in some public school systems.
But as the tale strays ever further from
II

Black Superiority Myth
Continued from page 7

Meanwhile, the heavyweight title
passed to a 6'2", 220-pound bull of a
man named James J. Jeffries. Jeffries
had started out as an iron worker and
usually won his fights by sheer brute
force and by his ability to absorb in
credible amounts of punishment. He
won his title from Fitzsimmons by a
knockout in the 11 th round. I n the 1902
rematch an aging Fitzsimmons ham
mered away at Jeffries for close to 8
rounds. Although Jeffries sustained a
broken nose, bone-deep cuts on both
cheeks and gashes ov-" both eyes, he
somehow managed to connect for a
knockout.
Jeffries soon ran out of worthy op
ponents and retired in August 1904. He
chose Marvin Hart and Jack Root to

reality, as the statistics and gruesome
details are thrown about ever more
loosely and irresponsibly, the high
decibel level is finally producing a
negative feedback. A few independent
minds are inevitably growing
suspicious. Every last Westerner is not
a sucker Every last American is not a
puppet on a TV director's string. When
there is too much smoke, there is no
fire at all And when noise becomes too
great the ear can no longer hear
anything.
To keep the Iid on, the Holocausters
will have to rely more heavily on
outright repression and intellectual ter
ror, particularly in the English-speaking
world where free expression still exists
in theory if not in fact. Before the
legend explodes from a surfeit of hot
air, it is not Improbable that all
American children will be forced to
undergo a 40-hour Holocaust indoc
trination course, that all TV stations
will be ordered by the FCC to run and
rerun Holocaust epics at least twice a
month, that it will be a jail offense not
to watch such showings, and that cap
ital punishment will be revived for one
specific crime- the public or private
denunciation of the Holocaust as a
gross fabrication
As the snowball rolls downhill, it
grows so quickly and gains so much
momentum, it seems for a time to be ir
resistible and unstoppable. But in the
end it crashes into a tree or rock and
spl its into small fragments or at last
comes to a halt in the valley floor.
There it sits helplessly as it melts into
nothingness.
Who knows when the Holocaust will
.run its course and begin to melt?
Perhaps not until it has driven the
world to the edge, or over the edge, of
nuclear war. Who can ever measure

how much hate it has poured into the
collective human soul- hate for an en
tire people, the German people, a hate
warmly espoused by the U.S.S.R.,
which depends on the Holocaust to
keep Germany divided, although Rus
sians have turned it into more of an
anti-Slavic than an anti-Jewish atrocity.
The flood of hatred has overflowed on
all non-Jews, because impl ic it in every
mention of the Holocaust is the charge
that the entire white race must shoul
der at least some of the blame for it.
The Holocaust has even taken
possession of Western religion. While
being informed that we are the in~
heritors of the Judaeo-Christian ethic,
we are also taught that we should
never forget the Holocaust and never
forgive its perpetrators. I n other words,
the Holocaust is emphasizing the
Judaeo portion of the ethic at the ex
pense of the Christian portion. This
lesson is sinking home Christian
ministers, who are supposed to teach
forgiveness, are now outdoing the rab
bis in preaching hatred and revenge.
Christianity itself lias now become
" Holocausted."
Nevertheless, man and history will
never become the eternal hostages of
the Holocaust. I n the end the Jews
themselves will be the losers. We have
only to conSider the immense risks they
are taking, the immense harm they
have infl icted on the innocent arid the
immense psychological damage they
are doing to themselves by staking
their very future, indeed the very
essence of their peoplehood, on a
round-the-clock orgy of press agentry
Multiplying the hatred loose in the
world can only end in greater and
greater atrocities, eventually perhaps
transforming a strategic hoax into a
self-fulfill ing prophecy

fight for his abdicated crown, while he
acted as referee. Hart knocked out
Root in the 12th. Other heavies, in
clud ing Johnson, protested Jeffries's
action in proclaiming Hart his suc
cessor One of the loudest of the pro
testers and one who eventually got a
shot at Hart was an overblown mid
dleweight named Tommy Burns (born
Noah Brusso of Canada). I n a Feb. 23,
1906, bout he triumphed over Marvin
Hart in 20 rounds. This was the same
Hart that Jack Johnson had earlier fail
ed to beat.
The Burns victory set the stage for
Johnson's challenge for the heavy
weight title. Burns avoided Johnson's
challenges for over a year until even
such personages as King Edward VII of
England made public statements to the
effect that the champion was a

chicken" Johnson finally caught up
with Burns in Australia and a title fight
was set for Dec 26, 1908, Burns's
$30,000 pu rse was the largest offered
up to that time. The title holder weigh
ed in at 168 Ibs. 20 less than Johnson.
Burns had wrenched a muscle in his
right forearm in training, which had
been bandaged when he entered the
ring. Johnson told the referee it wou Id
have to be removed or there would be
no fight. Since the referee was also the
promoter and stood to lose a con
siderable sum of money, he ordered
the bandage taken off
Johnson dominated the fight from
the beginning, knocking Burns down in
the 1 st, 2nd and 14th rounds. Johnson's
vicious taunting and baiting of the
smaller Burns created a great amount
of bad blood. Police finally ste~ped in
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and halted the carnage in the 14th.
Johnson was the easy winner.
The new champion's cruel behavior
had done nothing for his publ ic image.
Johnson told the press he could have
ended the fight anytime, but had decid
ed to give the crowd its money's worth.
Jack London, the famous author, who
had been at ringside, was so enraged at
Johnson that he cabled Jeffries to
come out of retirement and wipe the
smile off Johnson's face. Burns himself
even joined in a worldwide search for a
"White Hope."
Johnson defended his title in a series
of matches which caused him no
distress. I n Vancouver he fought actor
Victor McLaglen in a six-round, no
decision bout. On May 19, 1909, he
boxed" Philadelphia Jack" O'Brien in a
no-contest bout in Phil adel phia,
followed by a June 30, 1909, six-round,
no-decision fight with Tony Ross in
Pittsburgh
It is interesting that
Johnson fought both those fights in
Pennsylvania, which at that time per
mitted no decisions. The champion was
in little danger of losing such contests
unless his opponents managed to
knock him out.
After a no-decision bout with AI
Kauffman in San Francisco, Johnson
decided to fight a white middleweight
named Stanley Ketchel (born Stan
islaus Kiecal). Ketchel was only 5'9"
and weighed 154 Ibs. The" Michigan
Assassin," as he was called, had been
in 58 contests and had won 44 by the K
O. route. To put the Ketchel-Johnson
fight in perspective, it shou Id be noted
that Ketchel had won the mid
dleweight title from Billy Papke in 10
rounds in June 1908. They met again in
September in Los Angeles. This time
Papke knocked out Ketchel in 12
rounds.
Ketchel had also fought "Phil
adelphia Jack" A' Brien, who, as
al ready mentioned, had met Johnson
earlier in the year in a no-decision
bout. Ketchel fared slightly better
against 0' Brien than had Johnson. I n a
March 1909 no-decision bout in
Philadelphia, O'Brien was saved from a
knockout by the final bell. He was
completely out, his head lying outside
the ring in a sawdust box. I n their next
match Ketchel knocked him out in
three. Ketchel followed these fights
with another match against Papke, win
ning a decision in 20 rounds. He then
decided to fight Johnson.
Ketchel's fight with Johnson took
place on Oct. 16, 1909, in Colma,
Cal ifornia. The contender began press

ing his attack in rounds 8, 9, 10 and 11.
I n the 12th he sent Johnson to the can
vas with a leaping punch. Because of
the differences in height and reach,
however, it connected with Johnson's
cheekbone, not his jaw.
johnson, who got back on his feet
and won the decision, claimed he had
fallen down on purpose in order to
make it more exciting for the moving
picture cameras at ringside. Another
version was offered later. This one had
Ketc hel being allowed to last the fight
out so that other whites would not be
afraid to face Johnson.
Such stories as this were part of a
del iberate campaign by Johnson to an
tagonize public opinion. Among other
things, he boasted of having a harem of
white women at his beck and call, and
let it be known he had taken an expen
sive prostitute to California for the Ket
ch~1 fight. One of his favorite tricks
during training sessions was to wrap his
private parts in thick gauze so that the
bulge underneath his tight workout
trunks would be more pronounced. As
a resu It of suc h behavior, a great deal
of pressu re was put on Jeffries to get
back into the ring to salvage the pride
of the white race. In 1905 Jeffries had
publicly announced he had fought his
last fight. H is speed and strength had
so deteriorated his only wish was to
retire permanently to his farm and his
saloon. He proved he meant what he
said when he refused a number of at
tempts to get him to fight Burns. When
reporters asked what he wou Id do if
the publ ic thought he was" chicken,"
he answered that the public could go
to hell.
Interestingly, Johnson had had an
opportunity to fight Jeffries in 1905 in a
San Francisco saloon. He accused Jef
fries of being afraid of him. Jeffries
then invited Johnson to fight him in a
locked room in the back of the saloon.
Johnson decided the idea was too
dangerous because Jeffries cou Id too
easily corner him in such a fight.
Finally, after intensive coaxing from
Jack London, big-name promoters and
leading sportsmen, after receiving
thousands of fan letters, and after a
most generous purse had been raised,
Jeffries agreed to a July 4,1910, bout
against Johnson.
The Jeffries of 1910 was 70 Ibs. over
his ring weight. At the mineral baths at
Carlsbad in Bohemia (now Czech
oslovakia) eminent physicians
reassured the worrisome Jeffries he
cuuld safely shed that much weight in
less than a year without permanently
damaging his health. But they couldn't
predict what his condition would be.
Jeffries wou Id have been much bet

ter off if he had remained in retire
ment. The many supporters who felt he
could defeat Johnson were not aware
of Jeffries's real condition. They prefer
red to remember Johnson's recent no
decision bout with "Philadelphia Jack"
O'Brien, a fight which many felt should
have gone to O'Brien. They also knew
that Johnson had ducked out of a con
tract to fight Sam Langford, a top black
contender.
T ex Rickard, the celebrated pro
moter, was behind most of the bally
hoo for the fight and played the racial
angle to the hilt. The bout was original
ly scheduled for San Francisco, but
after a great deal of press noise, Gover
nor Gillette suddenly cancelled it.
Rickard, taking a $50,000 loss, moved
the fight to Reno.
There was a lot of heavy betting.
Rumors of a "fix" echoed across the
land. Irving Lewis of the New York
Telegraph went so far as to suggest that
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, the noted
author of Sherlock Holmes, should bp
the referee. Doyle respectfu lIy decl in
ed. It was finally deCided that the pro
moter himself, Tex Rickard, \\-ould
serve as third man.
For the first 4 rounds Johnson toyed
with an obviously older and much
slower Jeffries. I n the 8th Jeffries wad
ed in and tried to end the fight. But the
old power had long ago evaporated.
Johnson easily blocked the avalanche
of desperate blows. I n the 9th, Jeffries'
eyes began to close. He was obviously
exhausted and his sight was almost
gone. By the 14th he was virtually
blind, as Johnson slugged him all
around the ring. H is eyesight was so
poor that he actually held out open
gloves in a vain attempt to ward off
Johnson. I n the 15th a bl ind and totter
ing Jeffries was knocked down again.
He managed to get up at the count of
9. His chief second, Sam Berger, threw
in the sponge in the middle of the
round in order to spare Jeffries the
misery of being knocked out. Some
sources say Rickard then raised
Johnson's hand. Others say that
Rickard didn't see the sponge and
counted Jeffries out after Johnson had
knocked him down again. At any rate,
the "Great White Hope" had been
soundly and cruelly beaten. Johnson
didn't even give the white audience the
satisfaction of believing that Jeffries
had split his lip and drawn blood. He
claimed that his sparring partner had
done the damage and that Jeffries had
merely reopened it.
The gossip was that Jeffries had been
doped. If he had been, it would pro
bably have been detected by his corner
men, James J. Corbett and Joe Choyn
Cont'd. on next page
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ski. There was also a story that an at
tempt had been made to poison
Johnson.
Johnson had received over $100,000
f6r his part in the slaughter, a sum
which he quickly dissipated in riotous
living. Despite public clamor for a
rematch, not against Jeffries but
against black contender Joe Jeanette,
Johnson declined. He had lost a fight in
1905 to Jeanette on a fou I. Johnson
most I ikely fouled Jeanette in order to
avoid a decisive defeat- a common
trick of topranking fighters who were in
danger of losing an important fight.
On July 4, 1912, Johnson defended
his title against Jim Flynn in Las Vegas,
New Mexico- the same Flynn who had
once been knocked out by Ketchel in
three rounds. The bout was stopped in
the 9th by the pol ice as Johnson was
way ahead on points This was his last
title fight on American soil.
Johnson was convicted a short time
later for violating the Mann Act. The
woman involved was on leave" from
the Everleigh Club, an exclusive
Chicago brothel. Johnson adm itted he
had given her close to $10,000 over a
period of time.
Johnson was convicted during the
height of a controversy involving one
Lucille Cameron, who had recently
married Johnson despite her mother's
objections. Indeed, her mother had
falsely charged that her daughter had
been kidnapped. lucille was his second
white wife, his first having committed
suicide. On the Mann Act rap Johnson
was sentenced to one year and a day in
prison and fined $1,000. There was a
hue and cry about racial persecution
until it was shown that many white
men had also been convicted under the
Mann Act. While out on bail pending
an appeal, Johnson fled the country.
After gadding about Europe for a
while, Johnson defended his title in
Paris against Jim Johnson, a black con
tender, on Oct. 19, 1913. The champion
broke a bone in his arm during the
fight, but won the decision.
Johnson's next title defense was set
for June 20, 1914, in Paris, against a
white Pittsburgh heavyweight named
Frank Moran, who was almost 40 Ibs.
lighter than Johnson. Moran later
wrote a most revealing account of
what Johnson had tried to do before
the fight. Moran said that the original
financial arrangement had been for the
winner to take 60%, while the loser
was to receive 40%. Then Johnson told
Moran in private that there would be
no fight and no 40% for Moran unless
II

the contender was willing to sign an
agreement to lay down Moran was to
exercise Johnson for 8 rounds and then
take a dive. When Moran threatened to
squeal to the press, Johnson told him
to go ahead. He said the press might
even believe Moran But that would be
the end of Moran's 40%
Moran went to the promoter and
told him he wanted to tell the press
The promoter warmly disagreed He
had already Invested a lot of francs in
the fight. He told Moran it would be
better to call the district police inspec
tor. He could then disclose the sordid
details, but in the meantime should go
ahead and sign Johnson's note Then
when Johnson got into the ring, 118
cou Id tell him that the fight was on the
level The referee was Ceorges Carpen
tier, the great French boxer, who once
fought Dempsey.
Moran followed the promoter's ad
vice. During the first four rounds
Moran did most of the boxing. In the
5th, Johnson fouled Moran In the ribs
with a right. Later when Carpentier
ordered a break from the clinch, Moran
followed the accepted rule, which was
to break clean Johnson responded by
pulling down on Moran's neck and for
cing his head down. At the same time
he hit him with an underarm uppercut
Moran's nose was broken in two
places The crowd was disgusted and
outraged, but the referee only warned
Johnson that one more foul would
result in disqualification
Moran had severe breathing dif
ficulties for the rest of the fight, almost
gagging on his own blood several
times. Nevertheless, as time went on,
Johnson seemed to be tiring faster than
Moran Johnson held on to win the
decision, but one well-known British
writer, Smiler Hales, gave the fight to
Moran on points.
Johnson added insult to injury when
he scooped up the kitty and left with
Moran's 40%. Moran even had to pay
for the medical treatment of his broken
nose!
Not surprisingly, a whole series of
potential but not always well-qualified
"\Vhite Hopes" had emerged since the
defeat of Jeffries. The field included
Tom Cowles, Fred Fulton, Carl Morris,
a giant cowboy named luther McCar
ty, AI Palzer, Arthur Pelkey, Gunboat
Smith and Jess Willard
The best of the group was luther Mc
Carty, who fought Arthur Pelkey on
May 24, 1913. Tommy Burns, the pro
moter of the bout, billed it as the
"Championship of the Caucasian
Race" Unfortunately, McCarty died a
few minutes after the fight with Pelkey
began- not from a blow, but from
18

complications from a broken collar
bone whICh he had concealed from the
offiCials
On Jan 1, 1914, Cunboat Smith
knockt'd out Arthur Pelkey In San I-ran
CISCO and claimed the "White
Heavyweight Title" Th0 t'xpected
matc h between Johnson and the
"White Champion" never materldlilt'd.
partly because ot Johnson's Win over
Moran In Paris. Meanwhile, all eyes
were turned toward big Jess Willard of
Pottowatomle, Kansas. Willard was a
giant of a man who stood b'b" tall and
weighed 250 Ibs
Willard had gained national publi
city by knocklflg out several leading
heavyweights He was believed to have
the size, stamina and punching power
to beat Johnson, despite a record
which included some no-deCISion
bouts with Pelkey, McCarty and Carl
Morris.
The Willard- Johnson fight proved to
be one of the most controverSial of all
time, largely because of Johnson's ex
post facto claims that he had
deliberately thrown the fight. The
famous still photo which has done
so much to perpetrate the idea that
Johnson was defeated by trickery and
not by a superior boxer shows Johnson
flat on his back Referee Jack Welsh is
standing over him and counting him
out Johnson followers allege that his
knees were drawn up to protect the
back of hiS legs from the hot canvas
and that hiS gloves were raised to
shield his eyes from the sun, though the
films of the fight show not the talntest
shadow over Johnson's eyes
The fight took place on April 5, 1915,
In Havana, Cuba, since Johnson could
not return to the US without being ar
rested The 2b-round bout, which was
scheduled for 45, was the longest ever
fought under modern rules If the fight
had been limited to 20 rounds, Willard
would have lost. having been behind
on POints up to that time Willard's
plan, which was publICly announced
before the fight, was to keep plodding
and let the heat, hiS height and his
weight slowly wear Johnson down
Then he would comt' In With thp kdlt'r
blow The plan worked
Johnson was the betting faVOrite at
8-5 before the hght started The tltlt'
holder began With hiS usual taunting
and smiling repertory Thpn hi" .,mlle
hpgan to fadp whpn ht' tOllnd that he
couldn't put tht' chdllpngpr down
Johnson managf:'d to orwn d dpt'p rut
in Willard'.; lip In dw 4th, but d .,trong
left to J ohn.;on'., no.,p forcpd hlnl b(l< k
In the l)th, John.,on rl..,hpc! Willdrd to
tht' ropes and .,cort'd rt'pPdtt'dlv to tht'
hpdd and hody WdlMd Wd . . "on'lv

pressed but was not dropped. For the
next few rounds Johnson pounded
Willard on the head and body. Then, in
the 9th, Willard briefly turned ag
gressive. Johnson rail ied and landed
three hard hooks to Willard's stomach.
By this time he had also gashed
Willard's cheek and torn his mouth.
Johnson staggered Willard with a right
in the 10th, but the challenger remain
ed on his feet. By the 14th, Johnson's
smile had completely faded, as Willard
again became more aggressive and the
champion was starting to miss his
leads.
I n the 16th, Johnson tried to end the
fight with a terrific body blow which
sent Willard unsteadily to his corner. In
the 18th, Johnson scored with a whole
series of punches to Willard's jaw, but
the giant's knees would not bend.
At the end of the 20th, Willard drove
a hard right and left to Johnson's body
at the bell. By the 21 st, it was clearly
evident that Johnson's all-out efforts to
win by a knockout had worn him out.
Now even his best punches were inef
fectual. Since his only chance was to
stall for time and try to hang on, he
adopted a slow sparring and clinching
strategy. But it didn't work. Wjllard
kept shrugging him off and landing
hard body blows. The fighting even
tually became so slow that the crowd
began to hoot and jeer.
I n the 23rd, Johnson's body blows
during clinches obviously had no ef
fect on Willard, but Willard's blows
continued to land. I n the 24th, Willard
began to lean his massive weight on
Johnson during clinches, exhausting
the title holder even more. Near the
close of the 25th, Willard landed a
hard right to the heart, a left to the jaw,
another left, and then another left.
Johnson stepped back and dropped
heavily on his stool at the bell.
The 26th opened with Willard
smashi ng Johnson's body. Johnson cI in
ched. Willard then scored a left to the
face and a right to the stomach which
sent Johnson against the ropes.
Johnson again t:::linched and tried to
hold on, his eyes closed and his legs
shaking.
Referee Welsh finally managed to
break the clinch and Willard landed
another hard left to the body.
Johnson's legs again qu ivered. As his
towering opponent feinted for his
body, Johnson dropped his guard and
Willard scored a devastating right to
the jaw Johnson's head snapped back
viotently He sank to the floor, rolling
over on his back, partly under the
ropes.
This is where the controversy began.
The leading newspapers and the wire

services had varying versions of what
followed. Most said that Johnson never
moved, that his eyes were glassy, and
that his body remained stretched out
on the floor of the ring. Some reporters
added that before he fell Johnson
made a movement as if to grab Will
arrl, but the latter stepped back and
Johnson collapsed full length upon the
floor, lying there until his seconds
helped him back to his feet. After the
fight Johnson said that he had no ex
cuses, that a younger and better man
had won the title. The Associated Press
story, however, reported that Johnson
quickly got up a second or two after
the count. But even this version didn't
raise the question of Johnson throwing
the fight. It only questioned whether
he was capable of getting up before
the count of ten. It concluded that
even if he could have, he most likely
wouldn't have. It would have only
meant more punishment.
In 1916 Johnson had sold a "confes
sion" about throwing the fight to Nat
Fleischer for $250. The confession"
wasn't published until 1968 because
Fleischer, who had seen the fight,
didn't believe it. Johnson expanded his
original confession in his auto
biography and it is this version which
has been seized upon by Johnson's
followers to trumpet the fact that no
contender had ever beaten him.
Johnson claimed that promoter Jack
Curley had offered him a deal. If
Johnson would lose to Willard, Curley
would arrange it so that Johnson could
return home from exile to see his
mother without being arrested.
Johnson claimed that he was double
crossed.
The truth is that Curley had original
ly wanted to hold the fight in Juarez,
Mexico, in cooperation with Pancho
Villa, the famous Mexican outlaw. Car
ranza, the president of Mexico,
stymied the plan when he declared
that if Johnson landed in Mexico he
would have him arrested and turned
over to
authorities.
When Mexico showed its inhospita
lity, Curley launched a publicity cam
paign to have the fight take place in EI
Paso, Texas. But Curley could get no
guarantee that Johnson would not be
arrested as soon as he set foot on
American soil. So not wishing to risk
promotional expenses on a fight that
might be stopped by the law, Curley
decided to move the fight to Havdna.
Johnson fortified his story by claim
ing Curley had guaranteed him a secret
$1)0,000 on top of his share of the
purse. He asserted that Curley had told
him to lie down between the 10th and
20th rounds whenever it looked like
1/
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Willard was doing well enough to
make the fall look credible. Yet films
of the fight and blow-by-blow contem
porary accounts clearly show that
Johnson went all out in those very
rounds to win by a knockout.
Johnson also claimed that he had
done little serious training before the
fight because he knew that he was go
ing to throw it. Even harder to believe
was his tale that Curley had handed
over only part of the money before the
fight and that he had carried on to the
26th round because only then was his
wife given the full $50,000. The money
was to come after counting up the gate
receipts once the fight had started.
Johnson swore the $50,000 was in a
packet of $500 bills. His wife signaled
him when she had all the money and he
in turn signaled her to leave. Jack
Curley's story was that he asked Mrs.
Johnson to leave, not wishing her to
watch her husband's defeat.
There were many holes in Johnson's
tale. How many people, for example,
would buy seats for a fight with $500
bills, especially when all of the expen
sive seats and most of the general ad
mission seats had been sold in ad
vance? Another is the telegram John
son had sent to friends in Chicago pro
mising to knock out Willard in 15
rounds. Would he betray his friends so
easily?
Johnson wrote that he held the
heavyweight title for over seven years.
The real ·figure was less then seven.
Only Dempsey held if .for more than
seven years. Moreover, Johnson
couldn't down Willard once. On ,the
other hand, Dempsey floored Willard
seven times in the first round of their ti
tle fight. Yet, unlike Johnson, who took
the count on his back, Willard
miraculously came back for two more
rounds. In the 3rd, exhausted, blood
flowing from his mouth and nose, two
front teeth knocked out, a fractured
cheekbone, two closed eyes, the right
side of his head badly swollen, Willard
finally had to give up.
Was Johnson really the greatest of
all heavyweight champions? Marciano
was the only heavyweight title holder
to go through an entire career without
a loss. H is record of 49-0 included 42
knockouts, among them Joe Louis.
Johnson is not th'e greatest of all
heavyweights by any logical or fair
comparision. He was obviously a man
who was less than truthful, and those
who continue to tout him as the best
are in the same class. Jack Johnson
may be the undefeated champion of
Broadway and TV, but in the ring
against Willard he wasn't tricked out of
his title. He was beaten.
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be forever intimidated by mere spit
words? Are we never to perceive that
the campaign against fascism is in
reality no more than an undeclared
war against the Nordic race itself?
The main grievance of the world
press in its writhing protest against
American space flights is their enor
mous cost, especially as so many
recklessly breeding nonwhite races are
living in poverty. Apparently we are to
make an annual financial sacrifice so
they may breed even faster. The yearly
cost of the American space program,
enormous as it may seem, was never
more than a tiny fraction of America's
gross national product, and in no case
cost more than welfare spending for
Negroes. Furthermore, there are the in
vigorating effects that the space pro
gram has had upon the economy, the
scientific and mil itary advances that
derive from it and the much needed
boosting of national morale and
prestige. There is also the entirely new
dimension in human experience which
space programs are introducing. Space
exploration represents an expansion of
the human spirit in contradistinction to
liberalism, which is a shrinking of the
human spirit.
Reporters wrote that it was
"legitimate" for Rev. Ralph Abernathy,
who is often treated as some kind of
Negro deity, to take poor families and
a symbolic mule team to Cape Ken
nedy to protest against the moon flight
and its vast expenditure when so many
earthlings live in poverty and squalor.
With whites upon the threshold of the
most fabulous voyage of exploration
of all time, Negro poverty and white
selfishness were the liberal-minority
coalition's overriding consideration.
The obscuring triviality of this obses
sional view of the moon flight was and
is truly astounding. like all fixations or
emotional arrests of the personal ity, it
is a form of insanity- in this instance a
mou se-like i nsa n ity, del i be r a tely
depreciating Nordic heroism and
achievement. Once the insanity is pro
perly implanted, it follows logically
that if Ralph Abernathy's protest,
which in reality was nothing more than
a protest against the white man's in
comparable superiority, was "legiti
mate," the space fl ights themselves
were and are "illegitimate." I n any
event, Rev. Abernathy has no justifica
tion whatever for protesting against
the whites' immeasurably greater in
ventiveness, since it was this same in
genuity that raised his own black folk
i:\bove the animal level. I n other words,

the incurably backward peoples who
are forever trying to suppress the white
man and his works are only sabotaging
their own hopes of future upl ift and
betterment. Indeed, Abernathy should
have considered himself lucky to have
had so wonderful a contrivance d~ a
mule-drawn wheeled cart to travel in,
for even this was given to the black by
the white. I n spite of the Negro's in
ability to execute straight lines and his
habit of thinking and constructing in
the round, no black brain ever conceiv
ed the wheel. The Negro brain is in fact
an anti-wheel brain (one recalls Bantu
Chief Mzilikazi's inablity to under
stand where the wheels of a white ex
plorer's wagon ended and where they
began), and to this very day even in
Southern Africa many Bantu prefer ox
drawn sledges.
The difference between white
spacecraft and black ox-drawn sledges
is literally astronomical Yet white
South Africans are now being told to
hand over the rule of their country to
blacks, browns and yellows because
there are more of them.
It could never occur to an
equal itarian that a Western space
rocket might have infinitely more
spiritual meaning than a Tibetan
prayer-wheel or a voodoo dance or
even a fine liberal slogan.
The press was alarmed to learn that
American astronauts were giving
names to various hitherto unseen lunar
features, intended for the most part to
perpetuate the names of fellow astro
nauts. These were certain to be Anglo
Saxon or Nordic names, without
political significance yet somehow
reinforcing a myth of Nordic superiori
ty. The press could not tolerate such
naked fascism. It was almost as bad as
the names of mountains and bays in
the Antarctic. Much more desirable ap
pellations would have been Civil Rights
Ridge, Martin Luther King Crater,
World Government Plain, Humanity
Canyon, Underdog Mountain, and so
on.
The liberal scenario would have had
Martin Luther King as the first man on
the moon, speaking on human dignity
and the necessity for overcoming the
white man. I ndeed, following the
Apollo 8 moon orbit the New York
Times, the world's standard bearer of
rampant antiwhite Iiberal ism, states:
"Man's hopes and prayers ride with the
pre-Christmas voyagers. After them
must come ships bearing the United
Nations flag, each carrying men of dif
ferent citizenship, language, political'
and religious convictions and color."
Exactly! The stupefying achievement
of Nordic Americans had to be turned
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as quickly as possible into a sort of
cosmic Selma march.
All hail to Colonel Borman who, on
being asked if the moon was made of
green cheese, replied, "It's made of
American cheese."
The real objection is that the
American flag on the moon is the one
American flag that cannot be torn
down and defiled by the world's mud
people.
Another liberal-minority objection
to American space triumphs is that the
astronauts themselves are not only
Wasps, but "squares," the sort of hero
likely to retard the process of turning
Western youth into a new breed of
monsters.
The very first words spoken on the
moon: "That's one small step for man,
one giant leap for mankind ... There's a
hill," are, except for "giant," entirely
Saxon. If it were not for the words' ac
cent and stress, the old Saxons crossing
the North Sea 1,500 years ago and look
ing up at the moon, though never
dream ing that their obscure tongue
would one day be spoken on it, would
have understood them clearly.
The astronauts were exclusively of
American Majority stock because this
is the kind of man who automatically
presents himself for selection. I t is he
who climbs mountains (no other type
of man ever felt the urge to climb
mountains until the Nordics set the ex
ample). It is he who, like his ancestors
the Vikings, possesses an inborn drive
for exploration and adventure. I t is he
who qualifies as naturally for aircraft
pilot or test pilot as other types of men
qualify naturally for commerce or
usury or cooking or religious prophecy.
Norman Mailer's reactions to the
American space flight, equating NASA
with Na.li, was essentially in
distinguishable from those of a
superstitious Asiatic reader of
portents.
Mailer, probing into the thought pro
cesses of the astronauts with labyrin
thine indirectness, discovered that they
were well able to advance philosoph
ical reasons for man going to the
moon- reasons which were incom
prehensible to Mailer himself. Arm
strong said: "We're going to the moon
because it's in the nature of the human
being to face challenges ... It's in the
nature of his deep inner soul ... We're
required to do these things just as
salmon swim upstream."
In an age of human robotism and of
manipulation and deception, Nordics,
who are not conspiring to enslave
anyone and who are predominantly
builders and creators, pioneers and
philanthropists, are living in an increas
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ingly alien environment and are being
edged out of- or hurled headlong
from- their former dominant position
in the world. But space rocketry, their
very own child, has given them a
chance to excel again and has initiated
a reflowering of their technological
and imaginative creativeness. I n an
amazingly brief period of time this
unleashed genius has I iterally opened
up new worlds to man, who for the first
time has actually left his planet to
stand upon another.
As Nordics are earmarked for sub
jugation and all modern politics is
shaped to that very end, it must be
mortifying to find them flourishing at
Houston and actually escaping their
sworn enemies by leaving the earth
altogether.
Sir Bernard Lovell, the director of
England's J odrell Bank Observatory,
first stated his conviction that manned
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fl ights to the planets ;}nd even to the
moon were impossible. Then by the
way of necessary modification he pro
claimed them "dangerous, silly and
wasteful" Then he went on to say the
Russians were far ahead of the Amer
icans and on the verge of achieving
magnificent space feats (which
presumably were not silly or wasteful).
Even after the Apollo 8 flight he said,
My guess is that the Americans will be
looking rather like small fry by the mid
dle 1970s."
The liberals and the minorityites are
chiefly, indeed almost entirely, respon
sible for the present plight of the West,
which only yesterday was the undis
puted master of the world. As they
seek to impose a monochrome "one
world" in the place of white ascen
dancy, it can hardly be supposed they
will permit American space triumphs
to endure much longer and not apply
II

the same brakes they did to the
development of America's nuclear
weaponry, nuclear power plants and
the American war effort in Vietnam.
The present curtailment of American
space fl ight in order to spend more on
welfare represents, for even the
blindest to see, another great mile
stone on the road to Western collapse.
Part and parcel of this process was the
recent announcement of the selection
of Negro and female astronauts for
future space fl ights. Forcing another
race and another sex upon the Nordic
males who made the moon landing
possible is the del iberate dilution of
racial genius.
Rev. Abernathy continues his vic
toriously retrogressive march.
NASA is another chapter from an un
published manuscript by Anthony
Jacob, a South A frican engineer.

ImmoranContinued from page 9

survival. Darwin put it this way:
Admitting for a moment that virtuous
tendencies are inherited, it appears pro
bable
that they become first impress
ed on the mental organization. .by the
individuals possessing such virtues hav
ing succeeded best in the struggle for
life.

The scientific discovery of evolution
and instincts is one thing. The
philosophical principle of the
autonomous will is another. Among
modern thinkers, credit for this insight
should go to Schopenhauer, who,
following Luther as a castigator of
priestly morality, left a gaping hole in
the edifice of Kantian liberalsim. He
writes:
Man does at all times only what he wills,
and yet he does this necessarily But this
is due to the fact that he already is what
he wills. for from that which he is, there
follows of necessity everything that he,
at any time, does.

Assuming for the sake of argument
that there is some meaning in the
dichotomy rightwing/leftwing, there
has been bitter division, too, within the
ranks of the leftwing. Those who agree
on the need for equality and world uni
ty are nevertheless divided over the

matter of premises. The split might
have been fatal had not it been settled
by the simple expedient by which the
leftists who adhered to biological
premises were exterminated on the bat
tlefield. We have only to remember the
hard fate of the Catalonian and Ukrai
nian anarchists. Through the writings
of Kropotkin and Bakunin they had
held that the principle uniting mankind
was innate and spontaneous, in short,
biological. No intellectual principle
was needed to unite man with man.
Kropotkin wrote:
The feeling of solidarity is the leading
characteristic of all animals living in
society. The eagle devours the sparrow,
the wolf devours the marmot. But the
eagles and the wolves respectively aid
each other in hunting, the sparrow and
the marmot unite among themselves
against the beasts and birds of prey so ef
fectively that only the very clumsy ones
are caught. In all animal societies
solidarity is a natural law of far greater
importance than [the] struggle for ex
istence.

Not
less
than
present-day
sociobiologists Kropotkin thought that
the central characteristic of man was
genetic:
The great majority of mankind .. will
behave and act always in a direction
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useful to society just as. . a child will
one day walk on its two feet and not on
all fours, simply because it is born of
parents belonging to the genus homo.
.[Biology] has shown us the infinitesimal
part played by positive law in moral
evelution, and the immense part played
by the natural growth of altruistic feel
ings.

Thus, according to Peter Kropotkin, if
instincts were the main source of good,
the best society is not that which is
planned, but rather one that emerges
spontaneously from the free play of in
stincts.
These heterodox premises have not
gone unnoticed by the contemporary
high priests of morality. Their reaction
has been the same as that of the priests
of Rome when confronted with
Luther's idea of the "priesthood of all
believers." It ran counter to all
priesthoods, sacred and secular. It was
Bakunin the anarchist who stated the
issue best when he spoke of Social
Democracy as "the organization and
the government of the new society by
socialistic scientists and professors, the
worst of all despotic government!"
The idea of human instincts, if
seriously considered by the people at
large, would clearly bring an end to
this despotism.

Racial Schizophrenia
Continued from page 10

Independence. The full meaning of his
statement was revealed subsequently.
As a model for modern Turkey, Ataturk
decided that West was best. A Turkish
"frock coat," he urged his countrymen,
was civil ized, democratic and Euro
pean.
There is no doubt that Turkey found
in Kemal and his collaborators a very
able leadership. H is revolution was the
beacon of a new age, which would pull
Turkey out of its Oriental lethargy and
subject it to an unparalleled process of
modernization and reform.
The Sultanate and the Caliphate
were abolished and a secular republic,
which boasted a Western-style con
stitution, was proclaimed. In matters of
religion Kemal advocated a type of
Reformation which moved Islam away
from the Arabic influence by the crea
tion of a national church. He outlawed
polygamy, emancipated women anc1
abolished such customs as the harem
the veil and the fez. European clothes
became the new style. In the cultural
field he improved education, fought
against illiteracy, abolished the Arabic
script and substituted the Latin
alphabet. New laws were enacted ac
cording to Swiss, Italian and German
models. Sometimes whole codes were
translated directly into Turkish, as in
the case of the Civil Law, which was a
word-for-word rendering of the French
original.
Turkey under Kemal made a gigantic
leap. But foreign observers cannot
deny that a dichotomy still exists in the
Turkish psyche, creating complex ten
sions. There still remains the insoluble
problem posed by the mixed ethnic
composition of the people
Turkey appears Oriental if you enter
it from the west and Occidental if you
approach it from the east. The fact that
the people themselves are something
intermediate between Europeans and
Asiatics is the chief reason for this
phenomenon. Social and economic
factors cannot explain it because other
countries in the Near East were urged
on the path of Westernization earlier
and yet remained largely Middle
Eastern in mores and manners. A
typical example is Egypt, where
popular music is Oriental, based on
traditional tunes, where the Moslem
hierarchy remains powerful and where
the real, as opposed to the theoretical,
status of women in society is closer to
the world of Genghis Khan than that of
Cermaine Greer. Culture is Western on
lyon the su rf ace.
The most contradictory part of

Ataturk's legacy is the problem of
"dual legitimacy." The democratic pro
cess has constantly returned to power
a Turkish conservative party backed by
the mass of the peasants, large lan~
downers and industrialists, who are out
of sympathy with the reformist Kema
list tradition. This party is bitterly op
posed by those who run the machinery
of government- the civil servants, the
intellectuals, the technocrats and,
above all, the army. The resu It, for the
party in power, has often been a
I icense to ru Ie but not to govern. A
deadlock inevitably developed and has
ended twice, in 1960 and 1971, in
mil itary intervention.
Turkey is neither a developed nor an
undeveloped country. It is the poorest
European nation, even poorer than
Greece or Portugal, but richer than I n
dia or Egypt. Seventeen percent of all
children die before they are one year
old; 52% of the population is illiterate;
13,000 villages are without a school;
98% of all peasant families lack elec
tricity In a population of 37 million
(1972 census) the number of unem
ployed amounted to 2 million and of
underemployed to 11 million. Other
millions go abroad as "guest workers."
According to some estimates, Turkey
will not reach present Western Euro
pean standards until 2359.
Of Middle Eastern countries Egypt
is the only one possessing a long tradi
tion of Westernization and reform.
Napoleon's expedition in 1798 opened
the country to Europe, and for a large
part of the 19th century the country
was subject to an Albanian dynasty
which decided to modernize and Euro
peanize it. In 1869 the Suez Canal was
opened. Khedive Ismail, the ruler at
the time, was a convinced Westerner,
who forced Egypt to pursue a policy of
intensive Europeanization hitherto
unheard of in any other Middle Eastern
country. The reforms provoked the
reaction of national ists, the best
known of whom was Ahmed Oraby In
1882 the country was occupied by the
British whose influence did not disap
pear until after World War II. I n spite
of all this foreign pressure, the country
has not changed its original character.
The lesson to be learned here is that
the only true revolutionaries in a coun
try are its al ien elements, those who
cannot share the ideals of the society
in which they live and are congenitally
opposed to the existing order. I n his
autobiography Leon Trotsky reveals
that the causes which compelled him
to become a revolutionary had nothing
to do with outside influences, but
sprang from within. "1 have never had
any adventurous leanings," he wrote
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"I am rather pedantic by nature and
conservative in my attitude" External
factors have but little influence on
race. The deepest level of a people's
nature remains unchanged. Although
he may not possess any strong views of
his own, the ordinary man can no more
digest the philosophy of an alien men
tor than a stomach can digest strange
and exotic food.
People of the same origin as their
countrymen cannot be true revolu
tionaries. The most they can be, when
they have an ardent desire to remedy
the evils of society, are reformers. The
true revolutionary does not seek to im
prove society He seeks the destruction
of a system which is not his.
An extraordinary revolutionary
leader may have a great effect upon a
country, but it will not be a lasting one.
There are many examples in history of
revolutionaries who have been able to
perform what seems to be the impossi
ble, and the revolutions they have
unleashed have given a totally new
direction to the I ife of the peoples and
nations involved. But the existence of
populations and races is not counted in
decades. With the passing of the
revolutionary and his revolution, life
settles back in its former grooves. The
fervor expires and the old habits and
the old ways again take command.
The above article, partly rewritten, was
taken from a huge, unpublished
manuscript in English by John Sigekrans,
a Greek-born writer, who now teaches
foreign languages in Sweden. The work is
an encyclopedic survey of the modern
condition from a "Western supremacist"
perspective. It is the kind of book
Spengler might have written if he had
been more interested, and more for
thcoming, in racial matters.
Mr. Sigekrans would welcome corn
munications from Instaurators. His ad
dress is:
John Sigekrans
Gjuterigatan 7
332 00 Gislaved
Sweden
CORRECTION
I n recent issues I nstauration has
referred to or excerpted from
"Democracy in Israel," a chapter
from a forthcoming book The
Golden Calf by Norman Dacey The
chapter was published separately
and costs $2 postpaid, Subscribers
who wished to order it were given a
post office box number in South
bury, CT The address, it turns out,
is an old one and mail is not always
forwarded. The correct address, for
those whose letters and checks
were returned, is: The American
Palestine Committee, POBox
1001, Bridgeport CT 06601

Georgia: The day of truth for .sam
Dickson, who is running for Lt. Governor of
Georgia on a "white Majority" ticket is
August 8. This is the date of the Democratic
primary when voters have to choose bet
ween leI! Miller, the renegadish incumbent
and the young Atlanta attorney who thinks
it is time for white politicians to defend
white interests. Dickson's campaign is going
fairly well He has been traveling day and
night up and down the state, passing out his
literature, debating at street corners and in
big auditoriums, and getting some impor
tant exposure in the rural and suburban
press. The mass media in Atlanta, however,
have del iberately ignored him by creating
the false impression that lell Miller is runn
ing unopposed. Dickson plans to blast this
myth with a series of TV spots which the sta
tions will have to run, since FCC regulations
prevent th~ selective censorship of pol itical
advertising. Sam's biggest headache is lack
of money leI! Miller, although running
"unopposed," has a kitty of at least
$300,000 and is planning to raise another
$200,000 if necessary Sam has less than
one-tenth as much and where the paucity of
green stuff really hurts is in the TV depart
ment. A series of hard-hitting spots reveal
ing his rival's all-out support of minority
racism could not fail to arouse tens of
thousands of apathetic white voters who
have never heard of the Dickson candidacy
So please, Instaurationists dig into your
pockets and send Sam as much as you can
afford. He is one of the very, very few
political candidates who stands for you He
pulls no punches. Neither should you. Let's
make his punches much more effective by
building up his financial muscle. Send your
contribution today to: Dickson for lieute
nant Governor, PO. Box 1183, Decatur,
Georgia 30030.
Florida: T he Southern Libertarian
Messenger ran the following curious cri
tique of Ventilations, a collection of essays
by Wilmot Robertson:
Robertson, author of The Dispossessed
Majority, is not your common or garden
variety bigot-racist. He is erudite,
sophisticated, and impatient with
rei igious crackpots. He offers some in
teresting insights, such as noting that
historically, women have had their
greatest freedom in the Celtic and
Teutonic peoples; while many leaders of
women's lib seem to come from other
backgrounds. He notes that middle-class
America is more attached to its color TV
and other comforts than to their rights or
freedoms. And then he comes up with
some very strange ideas indeed, such as
establishing apartheid, with reservations
for the Indians, blacks, Chicanos, Jews,
et cetera.
New York: Recently an Instauration
subscriber wrote a fair and reasonably
balanced review of Elmer Pendell's Why

Civilizations Self-Destruct a Howard Allen
book. Miraculously, the review appeared in
Newsbeat, the student daily of Queen's Col
lege in New York City A few days later five
members of the local Committee Against
Racism stormed into the editor's office
demanding a retraction of the article and a
written statement that editorial policy
henceforth would preclude the acceptance
of "any more racist sexist, fascist propagan
da." More miraculously, the editor did not
cave in. True to form, the CAR anti-Majority
racists, led by Anthony 0' Brien, then
became abusive and threatening to the
editorial staff When ordered to leave if he
continued his personal insults, O'Brien
replied, looking sternly and bravely at the
female staff member, "Make me." A Har
vard graduate and a PhD., the macho CAR
leader, when not menacingly flexing his
muscles in front of young ladies, is an
associate professor of Engl ish at Queen's
College. A few days later, the CAR organiz
ed a campus rally to denounce Newsbeat,
accusing it of pushing" racist filth." I n the
flyers distributed at the rally the Newsbeat
review was deliberately misquoted to make
it appear that the student newspaper actual
ly supported Pendell's views.
Rochester: An Instauration subscriber liv
ing in this city has challenged us to tackle
the subject of Masonry with the same
fearlessness and forthrightness with which
we have treated other taboos. Very frankly,
we cannot do justice to a subject so con
voluted, so complex and so fraught with
mysticism and almost UFO overtones. We
have read a few anti-Masonic books and
have noted that in general their style and
tone have been most repulsive, as if the
authors were oozing with paranoia instead
of knowledge and objectivity We have a
feeling, and it is little more than that,
Masonic Lodges have played a large part in
revolution and disruption in Catholic coun
tries, but not elsewhere. Quite a few of Irr
stauration's most outspoken and most in
tell igent readers are Masons. John Rarik,
our favorite congressman, is a Mason. We
certainly cannot see any Masonic con
spiracy against our race or against the
American social order In other words, Irr
stauration is sorry, but it will just have to sit
this one out. This wallflower stance
however, does not derive from fear but
from ignorance. We just don't know enough
to make any significant comments about
the subject- and we have more important
things to do than take ten years off and
chase down a hoary riddle that has so far
successfully eluded much wiser minds than
ours.
Buffalo: A communication from W
Schultze of this city:
It is with great
that I announce the un
timely death of
R Szymczak, the foundpr
and one of the leaders of the White Unity Par
ty, on April 11, 1978. Ted partiCipated
wholeheartediy in the campaign of the party
candidate for mayor of Buffalo in la5t fall's
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election From hiS own experience as a
previous candidate for political office under
one of the established parties, he gave unstin
tingly of useful advice to other White Unity
Party groups throughout the country which
also ran local candidates We will all miss him
as a man, as a friend and as a fighter for the
race that gave the world modern civilization.

Toronto: The principal of Cardinal
Newman High School recently barred a Ku
Kluxer from speaking to an upper-level
history class. The Klansman had been in
vited to give his view of the Reconstruction
era that followed the American Civil War
No complaints about freedom of speech
violations were voiced by the Canadian
press.

England: The latest head count in Parlia
ment shows that pro-Israel i members out
number pro-Arab members five to one.
* * *
A surgical needle was left inside a mother
for nineteen days after she had given birth
in Nottingham City Hospital The forgetful
stitcher was an Asian doctor
More and more prominent Britons, rather
belatedly it must be admitted, are coming
out against the liberal-minority intellectual
terror reserved for anyone who dares to
make sensible statements about race. The
newest recruit in the struggle against the
New Inquisition is John Allegro, a world
renowned philologist and the author of The
Chosen People, one of the very few non
propagandistic books on Jews published by
a major publisher (Doubleday). I n an article
appearing in the London Sunday Telegraph
(April 2, 1978), Allegro writes:
There seems to be a conspiracy of silence
on the subject of race. For too long now it has
been unfashionable to write scientifIC papers
or to discuss in public the nature and origin of
racial differences. or even to acknowledge
their eXistence With present and prOjected
race legislation we are fast approaching the
"ituatin[l whPrp pvpn thp USf' af the wf)rd
"race" will be a <;tatutory offence

The showpiece atrocity of the mld-1930s
was the "bombing" of Guernica, which
became the Holocaust of the Spanish Civil
War As in the case with most modern
atrocity tales, the deed is blamed on the
Germans, this time on the flyers of the Ger
man Condor Legion. Recently the London
Spectator publ ished a letter from Peter
Kemp, one of the handful of Westerners
who fought on the Franco side. According
to Kemp, reporters for the French Havas
news agency and the London Daily Mail,
who entered Guernica with the Nationalist
troops, found, "The inhabitants blamed the
greater part of its destruction on incen
diarism and dynamiting by the Asturian-;
[communist miners] "
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